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H.R. 4726-THE OPPORTUNITIES IN SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY ACT OF 1992

TUESDAY, JUNE 23, 1992

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to cal:, at 10:05 a.m., in room
2318, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. George E. Brown, Jr.
[acting chairman of the subcommittee] presiding.

Mr. BROWN OF CALIFORNIA (presiding). The subcommittee will
come to order.

This morning the Science Subcommittee will obtain testimony on
H.R. 4726, the Opportunities in Science and Technology Act of
1992. This bill addresses the important subject of improving public
understanding of science and technology as well as the problem of
attracting greater student interest in careers in science and engi-
neering.

As the United States enters the twenty-first century, we will
need to work hard to ensure that we have a citizenry knowledgea-
ble in science and technology. H.R. 4726 focuses on some of the key
resources available to address that task--our Nation's junior and
community colleges and science and technology centers.

These institutions, located in communities all across America,
too often lack the means to keep their educational activities up to
date, especially with the rapid advances occurring in science and
technology. Moreover, in many cases they are victims of their own
success in teaching the public: their facilities have become over-
crowded and outdated related to the growth in public interest and
participation.

I believe that it is an appropriate role for the Federal Govern-
` ment to assist these national assets in meeting the challenge of fos-

ter:rig increased knowledge and understanding of science and tech-
nology. I also believe that an effective means of providing this as-
sistence is to make it the result of a coordinated national effort
that involves the agencies most directly involved in the sponsoring
of civilian science and technologynamely, the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration, the National Science Foundation,
and the Department of Energy.

This bill makes such coordination a keystone. In addition, it
makes assistance the result of a nationwide competitive merit
review rather than through earmarking, however well intention, of

(1)
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specific projects that have never been assessed on their merits rela-
tive to other possible projects.

I look forward to the testimony of our Federal and public wit-
nesses this morning and welcome you all to these proceedings.

I might say also that this is a very modest start on something
that is far more important than the amount of authorization con-
tained in the bill. On the other hand, I think it merely gives impe-
tus to something that is already going on in most of the igencies
which are involved here, and I want to commend them al for the
efforts that they have made in trying to stimulate the improve-
ment of science and technology education through these institu-
tions and others.

We constantly confront the problem of how to address more ef-
fectively goals that we know are important to the country. We
rarely succeed in doing as much as we would like and hope we
don't do any harm in what we are trying to do.

May I ask if there is a statement on the Republican side?
Mr. FAWELL. I have no statement, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BROWN OF CALIFORNIA. Do you have a statement?
We never want to miss a good statement.
I think your mike isn't on.
Mr. GILCHREST. One of the young people in charge of the micro-

phones didn't get a good science education. He was asleep during
his electronics class, I think, maybe.

Mr. Chairman, I think this is an excellent subject that you have
brought before us this morning, and I want to commend and con-
gratulate you on this type of hearing.

For someone who has been a schoolteacher and has children at
home, there is some way that you can infuse curiosity in children.
It doesn't have to be drowned when they get to school. When little
kids fi-st learn to walk, they are a hundred times more curious
than a L. ewborn kitten, and if we can somehow hold on and make
that curiosity flower and grow in the classroom, the sky is the
limit.

Mr. BROWN OF CALIFORNIA. Thank you very much.
Now let me recognize the ranking member of the subcommittee,

Mr. Packard.
Mr. PACKARD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I apologize for being a few moments late. I annually bring a

group of students back from each of my high schools, and I have 40
students here, and we had a full program this morning, that I
needed to make some introductions and then excuse myself, but I
appreciate the chance to be here.

Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you for your efforts on H.R.
4726, the goals of which are to enhance this Nation's scientific lit-
eracy and to interest today's youth in pursuing the fields of sci-
ence, math, and engineering.

I think all of us can agree on the merits that are proposed in the
bill. There are many, however, with some disagreement, perhaps
on this side of the aisle, as to how we can best accomplish the goals
of the bill, and we will receive testimony today from three Federal
agencies that will be responsible for administering the program. I
will be interested in hearing about the ongoing programs of each of
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these agencies as they promote the growth of science and technolo-
gy.

The second panel of witnesses will be able to give us a first-hand
account of what is needed at both the community colleges and the
science and technology centers. And I want to particularly welcome
one of my dear friends from my district who is the president of the
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges, and he is
also the dean of the community college that resides in my district,
Palomar College, Dr. Boggs, and I want to particularly welcome
him here.

My thanks again to you, Mr. Chairman, for calling this hearing.
I anticipate that it will be a very important and very good hearing
and will provide us valuable information and perspective on the
bill, H.R. 4726.

I look forward to all of the witnesses, want to welcome them
here, and appreciate their involvement and input into this very im-
portant subject.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BROWN OF CALIFORNIA. Thank you, Mr. Packard.
Let me first explain this morning that the chairman of the sub-

committee, Mr. Boucher, is temporarily detained at a markup in
another committee. Because of his great expertise and energy, he
serves on more committees than he should. And he sometimes gets
conflicts which will delay him, but he should be here shortly.

Mr. Thornton, who in a previous life was also chairman of this
subcommittee, is going to temporarily take over for me in a few
minutes, and I will recognize him for any opening statement he
has at this point.

Mr. THORNTON. Mr. Chairman, I don't really have an opening
statement, except to congratulate you for bringing this legislation
to our subcommittee's attention and to once again refer to the
pleasure that I personally have in having a dear friend on the
opening panel of witnesses, Dr. Luther Williams, who I tried to re-
cruit to Arkansas State University as dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences and then, while president of the University of Arkan-
sas System, tried to recruit Dr. Williams to be the chancellor of our
Pine Bluff campus, unsuccessfully in both instances, to my great
regret. And so I had to come back to Washington in order to get in
a position of working with Dr. Williams. I am delighted that he is
here today as well as Dr. Brown and Mr. Stephens and look for-
ward to their testimony.

Mr. BROWN OF CALIFORNIA. Thank you very much, Mr. Thornton.
[The prepared statements of Messrs. Boucher and Costello

follow:]
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STATEMENT BY THE
HONORABLE RICK BOUCHER, (D-VA), CHAIRMAN

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE
ON THE

OPPORTUNITIES IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ACT OF 1992
(H.R. 4726)

June 23, 1992

This morning the Science Subcommittee will consider the 1

Opportunities in Science and Technology Act of 1992, H.R. 4726.

The bill was introduced by the Chairman of the full Committee,

Rep. George Brown. It is focused on improving the facilities and

instructional equipment available at science-technology centers,

two-year colleges and other non-profit institutions engaged in

informal and formal education in science and technology.

In April of this year, the Subcommittee convened a hearing on

the problem of attracting a greater proportion of U.S. students to

graduate study in science, math and engineering. The main point

made by witnesses at that hearing was the need to improve the

precollege and undergraduate education of students in science

and math in order to increase their level of interest in these

8
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subjects ,d to better prepare them for subsequent, more

intensive studies at the college level.

Reversing the downward trends in student interest and

performance in science and math is important not only to ensure

a future supply of scientists and engineers. As technology

becomes more pervasive in society, the number of jobs requiring

technical knowledge and skills will also increase. Moreover,

scientific and technical literacy will become necessary for all

citizens to make informed judgements about public policy issues.

Both science-technology centers and two-year colleges

contribute to overcoming the problem of low student interest in

science and in helping to prepare future scientists and engineers.

Science-technology centers, which may include museums,

planetariums and zoos, offer interactive exhibits and

demonstrations designed to increase public understanding of

science and technology and to illustrate the interactions of science

2
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and technology with society.

Two-year colleges enroll a large percentage of all

undergraduates in the nation's institutions of higher education,

including a larger proportion than other institutions of minority

groups which are underrepresented in science and engineering.

The quality of science instruction in these institutions is important

since it influences students' career choices and may be the only

exposure to science that most students receive in their college

studies.

The goal of H.R. 4726 is to strengthen the capabilities of

science-technology centers and two-year colleges to foster

knowledge of science and technology by providing support for

facilities and equipment. The federal witnesses represent the three

agencies charged in the bill, jointly, to implement and administer

the facilities and equipment program. We have asked these

witnesses to review how the new program relates to their agencies'

1.0
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current educational activities. The public witnesses have been

asked to comment on the contribution the bill would make to the

effectiveness of the programs at their institutions. And finally, all

witnesses have also been asked for an assessment of the

likelihood of the bill achieving its objectives and for

recommendations for improvements to the legislation.

We welcome our witnesses today and look forward to your

testimony on this important subject.
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MR. CHAIRMAN, THANK YOU FOR CALLING THIS HARING TO EXAMINE H.R.

4726, THE OPPORTUNITIES IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ACT OF 1992.

I AM PLEASED TO BE HERE AS WE DISCUSS CHAIRMAN BROWN'S BILL. I

WOULD LIKE TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO WELCOME OUR PANEL OF

EXPERT WITNESSES. I AM LOOKING FORWARD TO HEARING FROM DOE,

NSF, AND NASA. I AM ALSO LOOKING FORWARD TO THE TESTIMONY THAT

WILL BE PROVIDED BY REPRESENTATIVES FROM THE EDUCATIONAL

COMMUNITY.

IT IS MY UNDERSTANDING THAT THIS BILL IS FOCUSED ON IMPROVING

THE FACILITIES AND INSTRUCTIONAL EQUIPMENT AT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY

CENTERS, TWO-YEAR COLLEGES AND OTHER NON-PROFIT INSTITUTIONS

PARTICIPATING IN INFORMAL AND FORMAL EDUCATION IN SCIENCE AND

TECHNOLOGY. AS WE HAVE DISCUSSED AT PRIOR HEARINGS, THERE HAS

BEEN A DOWNWARD TREND IN INTEREST OF U.S. STUDENTS PURSUING

CAREERS IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING. THERE HAS ALSO BEEN A

DECLINE IN THE CHOICE OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING MAJORS BY U.S.

COLLEGE STUDENTS.

IN MY OWN DISTRICT IN SOUTHWESTERN ILLINOIS, TWO-YEAR COLLEGES
MIS 3711104113 1.1517150 ON WIN 51/01 NIICICI10 MIMS
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ARE NOTICING THIS STEADY DECLINE AND FACE DIFFICULTIES IN

PROVIDING ADEWATE OPPORTUNITIES IN THE AREA OF SCIENCE AND

TECHNOLOGY TO LIMITED NUMBERS OF STUDENTS. I AM INTERESTED IN

HEARING TO WHAT DEGREE THE WITNESSES BELIEVE THE BILL WILL

CONTRIBUTE TO THE EFFORTS OF INSTITUTIONS ENGAGED IN IMPROVING

SCIENCE LITERACY AND INCREASING STUDENT INTEREST IN SCIENCE AND

TECHNOLOGY.

AGAIN, MR. CHAIRMAN, THANK YOU FOR CALLING THIS HEARING AND FOR

YOUR CONTINUED LEADERSHIP OF THIS SUBCOMMITTEE.
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Mr. BROWN OF CALIFORNIA. Let us begin with Dr. Brown, the
deputy associate administrator for the Office of Human Resources
and Education of NASA.

We will have your testimony and then Mr. Williams' and Mr.
Stephens'in that orderand then, when you have completed
your statements, we will interrogate you as a panel at that time.

Mr. Brown.

STATEMENTS OF ROBERT W. BROWN, DEPUTY ASSOCIATE AD-
MINISTRATOR, OFFICE OF HUMAN RESOURCES AND EDUCA-
TION, NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION,
WASHINGTON, D.C.; LUTHER S. WILLIAMS, ASSISTANT DIREC-
TOR FOR EDUCATION AND HUMAN RESOURCES, NATIONAL SCI-
ENCE FOUNDATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.; AND RICHARD E. STE-
PHENS, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF ENERGY RESEARCH,
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Dr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to tes-

tify on H.R. 4726, the Opportunities in Science and Technology Act
of 1992.

The general goal of the proposed legislationthat of enhanced
scientific and technological literacy for students and adults as we
move towards the twenty-first centuryis entirely consistent with
the goals of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. If
the United States is to remain at the forefront of space science and
aerospace research and technology, we must help students, teach-
ers, and the general public to develop the knowledge and skills
that they will need in this highly complex environment in which
we work now and in the future. The next generation, from our per-
spective, of science research and technology can only be as good as
the next generation of scientists, engineers, technicians, and, yes,
an informed public.

I am also pleased to be here today with my colleague, Dr. Wil-
liams, and Dr. Stephens. Each of us is on the Committee on Educa-
tion and Human Resources of the Federal Coordinating Council on
Science, Engineering, and Technology. This 16-member committee,
as I'm sure you know, is now in its third year, and it has been an
excellent resource for our agencies to coordinate our activities.

I would like to briefly describe how NASA, through our NASA
visitor centers and our educational outreach to science museums
anc. community colleges and others, is already supporting the goals
of H.R. 4726. Although our aerospace education program in NASA
does not involve grants for upgrading facilities and equipment, per
se, we do provide other kinds of support for both informal and
formal education to promote science and technology literacy.

First, our visitor centers. The activities of our visitor centers
and we have nine of those in each one of our NASA locations
around the countryrepresent an example of our informal science
and technology education outreach. They offer the general public a
unique opportunity to see the past, the present, and the future of
aeronautics and space research first hand.

For example, out at Goddard, nearby in Greenbelt, Maryland, in
its visitor center, we have models of research and communications
satellites. We have a display where a visitor can actually retrieve a
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satellite in space or a person can experience the sensation of how a
spacecraft is controlled by steering a gyro-chair.

At our Spaceport U.S.A. in Florida, the Kennedy Space Center,
we feature an art gallery displaying over 250 renderings of paint-
ings and sculpture by artists commissioned by the NASA Art Pro-
gram.

Last year at our Langley Research Center, we moved the visitor
center to the new Virginia Air and Space Center there, combined
it, provided some financial support, and transferred a number of
our activities there. There is room for classrooms, conferences, and
it also has a teacher resource room that was commissioned by
NASA.

As a final example of our visitor centers, the Ames Research
Center in Moffett Field, California, is housed in a former hyper-ve-
locity flight facility. Among its extraordinary displays is an un-
manned HiMat test craft, one of the most maneuverable flight ve-
hicles ever built.

Let me say a word now about our outreach to science museums.
We have a very active program of assistance to science museums
and related facilities such as planetariums and other civic organi-
zations, large and small. We loan hardware and equipment to these
science museums, many of whom are members of the Association
of Science and Technology CentersASTC. In fact, several of our
NASA field centers became members of ASTC to facilitate their
interaction with this national and important international organi-
zation.

A few examples: The Kansas Cosmosphere and Space Center in
Hutchinson, Kansas, which has perhaps the largest collection of
spacesuits in the country. Many of the exhibits are on permanent
loan from the Kennedy Space Center.

The Chicago Museum of Science and Industry. There we have
NASA displays of the Apollo 13 command module, a lunar lander,
space suits, a moon rock, and numerous other science and other
aeronautical artifacts.

The Challenger Center for Space Science Education has received
assistance from NASA in developing their very innovative Learn-
ing Science Center.

One site, the Howard B. Owens Center, in Greenbelt, Maryland
every fifth-grade student in the Prince Georges County system
there has an opportunity to participate in a simulated crew mis-
sion. Last year, Mr. Chairman, you might recall I had the pleasure
of accompanying you and Congressman Cramer out to that center.

Then at the Davis Planetarium in Jackson, Mississippi, our aero-
space education specialist from NASA assisted the planetarium
there in developing, in my judgment, one of the most innovative
student space station projects that we have seen. Approximately 30
sixth- and seventh-grade students are selected each summer to par-
ticipate in an intensive 14-week seminar involving science and
mathematics, and it culminates in a simulated space station mis-
sion. During the mission, a crew of eight students and their teach-
ers stay for three days in a simulated space station made from an
old oil tanker. While there for the three days, they eat, sleep, exer-
cise, conduct various experiments. And then the remaining stu-
dents form a rotating ground crew upstairs in the planetarium and

Q
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manage the mission control simulation. It is a very innovative
project.

Finally, as an example of . ur science outreach, we have devel-
oped special exhibits to illustrate the interaction between science
and technology in society. One exhibit called "Discovering Space
for America's Economic Growth" spent two years touring museums
around the country.

I might just say in a quantitative term I spoke first about our
visitor centers. We handle about four and a half million people
each year in the NASA visitor centers. If you look at our traveling
exhibits to various facilities around the country, those numbers are
considerably larger.

Turning finally now to our outreach to community colleges, we
are expanding our involvement with the community colleges, recog-
nizing that these institutions are very important links to the sci-
ence and engineering work force. I understand that about 25 per-
cent of the approximately five million students in these community
colleges around the country are enrolled in mathematics and statis-
tics courses, for example. Also, over two-thirds of the blacks, His-
panics, and Native Americans who are involved in higher educa-
tion are also enrolled in these institutions, and from our perspec-
tive any effort to increase and enhance the science and engineering
pipeline will have to include the important community colleges in
that process.

As an example of our involvement with community centers,
down at Langley Research Center in Virginia, they have developed
a 10-year program with community colleges designed to generate
technicians for the aerospace industry at Langley. At our Johnson
Space Center in Houston, we are working there with three of the
nine local community colleges to establish a two-year degree pro-
gram in aerospace technology.

Then at the Kennedy Space Center, that has been working with
Brevard Community College for many years, we have worked out
an arrangement where the majority of the technician contractors
who work at the NASA facility there have been trained by Brevard
Community College. In addition, many of the civil servants at the
Kennedy Space Center participate in the college programs ranging
in specialties from shuttle tile technology to quality control.

Finally, as an example of our outreach to community colleges,
our relatively new National Space Grant College and Fellowship
Program is helping to expand our partnership with community col-
leges beyond the immediate facility of our NASA field centers. For
example, such efforts are under way with the Nevada Space Grant
Consortia and the Colorado Space Grant Consortia.

And we provide other kinds of support, coming to a conclusion,
Mr. Chairman. We have an extensive network of teacher resource
centers, and we also have NASA Select, which is our internal tele-
vised service that reaches schools and organizations around the
country. A number of our teacher resource centers are located in
museums such as the Kansas Cosmosphere, the Chicago Museum of
Science and Industry, and the National Air and Space Museum
right here in Washington. Our NASA Select televised system
reaches many aspects of the community, and each day has a three-
hour segment devoted to education.

16
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So in conclusion, Mr. Chairman, while we applaud the intent of
H.R. 4726, many of its objectives are already being achieved under
existing programs and authorities. NASA itself does not need new
legislation or new legislative authority and already has the funds
to carry out many of the bill's activities. Therefore, H.R. 4726, in
our estimation, should not be reported out by the subcommittee.

In these times of shrinking budgets, NASA and other agencies
must carefully economize to ensure that they can conduct their
missions and not extend themselves beyond the ability to produce
successful results. In addition, a joint program like this would not
yield appreciably greater results than existing efforts, at least not
enough to satisfy another level of administration.

Again, I applaud the committee's concern for the state of our
education institutions and pledge our continued efforts to further
these objectives within the means provided us.

Mr. Chairman, I would be glad to answer any questions that you
may have or other members of the committee.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Brown follows:]
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Statement of
Dr. Robert W. Brown

Deputy Associate Administrator
Office of Human Resources and Education

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

before the
Subcommittee on Science

Committee on Science, Space and Technology
United States House of Representatives

June 23, 1992

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to testify today on H.R. 4726, the Opportunities in
Science and Technology Act of 1992. The genera' of the proposed legislation, that of
enhanced scientific and technical literacy for snider .ind adults as we move toward the 21st
century, is entirely consistent with NASA's goals. If the United States is to remain at the forefront
of space science and aerospace research and technology, we must help students, teachers, and the
general public to develop the knowledge and skills they will need in the highly complex and
technical workplace of the future. The next generation of science, research, and technology can
only be as good as the next generation of scientists, engineers, technicians, teachers, and an
informed public.

I am also pleased to be here today with our interagency colleagues, Dr. Luther Williams from the
National Science Foundation and Mr. Richard Stephens from the U.S. Department of Energy.
Each of our agencies is represented on the Committee on Education and Human Resources ofthe
Federal Coordinating Council for Science, Engineering, and Technology. This committee of 16
Federal agencies, now in its second year, is evolving into an excellent resource to help coordinate
Federal science, mathematics, and technology educationprograms.

I would like to briefly describe how NASA, through our educational outreach to science museums
and community colleges, is already supporting the general goals of H.R. 4726. Although our
aerospace education program mission does not involve grants for upgrading facilities and
equipment, we do provide other kinds of support for both formal and informal education to
promote science and technology literacy.

We support programs that promote scientific literacy through informal education activities. The
NASA Visitor Centers, located at all NASA Field Centers, offer the public a unique chance to see
the past, present, and future of U.S. aerospace research first hand, by visiting the institutions
around the country where the work is actually conducted. The spectacles of the Space Age come
alive for the visitor who touches real vehicles used in space flight or inspects a moon rock billions
of years old. NASA Visitor Centers have on display hundreds of artifacts, scale models, and
pieces of actual flight equipment, from spacesuits and astronaut food to the gigantic launch towers
from which rockets and Space Shuttles have blasted off into orbit.

As examples: The Goddard Visitor Center features models of rockets and spacecraft, an eight-
screen theater for viewing scenes of Earth and neighboring planets and stars, as well as displays
where a visitor can retrieve a satellite in space or experience the sensation of how spacecraft are
controlled by steering a gyro chair. Model rocket launches are held on the first and third Sunday
of every month.

Spaceport USA at the Kennedy Space Center features a NASA Art Gallery displaying more than
250 paintings and sculptures created by artists commissioned by the NASA Art Program. At the
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Exploration Station, one of Kennedy's most popular features, students participate in hands-on
aerospace experiments and demonstrations.

When Langley Research Center had to move its Visitor Center off-site, it joined with the Virginia
Air and Space Center in a special partnership. In .turn for Langley's contribution tothe operating
budget for the Virginia Air and Space Center, the Center will continue Langley's aerospace
education and outreach programs. The building houses classrooms and conference areas,and
teachers will be able to take advantage of a Teacher. Resource Center replete with computer
software, audiovisual materials, and publications.

The Ames Research Center's visitor center is housed in a former hypervelocity flight facility. This
unique facility is open to the public and showcases the unmanned HiMat test craft, the most
maneuverable flight vehicle ever built, along with a model of the Space Station and aU-2 spy
plane. These and other exhibits are designed to show the range of NASA andAmes research to
teachers, students, and the general public.

We also offer exhibits for loan to schools, museums, civic groups, and otherorganizations. Many
of the members of the Association of Science and Technology Centers (ASTC) enjoylong-term
loans of NASA hardware and exhibits. In fact, many of the NASA Field Centers aremembers of
ASTC to facilitate their interaction with ASTCs approximately 300 members worldwide.

For example, the Kansas Cosmosphere and Space Center in Hutchinson, Kansas, boasts the
largest collection of spacesuits in the country. Many of its exhibits are on permanent loan from the
NASA Kennedy Space Center. The U.S. Space and Rocket Center in Huntsville, Alabama, has a
wide variety of NASA hardware on display, including the 363-foot, three-stage Saturn V rocket
which took a total of 27 astronauts to the Moon. At the Chicago Museum of Science and Industry,
displays include the Apollo 13 command module, a lunar lander, spacesuits, a Moon rock, and
numerous other space artifacts.

Smaller, less-well-known science and technology centers also take advantage of the natural draw
space exhibits have for the general public. The William Weinman MineralMuseum, in
Cartersville, Georgia, has borrowed items from the NASA Langley Research Center, including a
1/3 Viking Lander Model and an exhibit entitled "Exploring the Planets."

At the Davis Planetarium in Jackson, Mississippi, NASA aerospace education specialists have
helped develop one of the most innovative student space station projects in the country. In this
program designed to improve student competence in science and mathematics, 31 competitively
selected sixth and seventh graders participate in an intensive 14-day workshop that culminates in a
simulated space flight mission. During the mission, a crew of eight students and their teacher stay
in the space station for four days, where they cat, sleep, exercise, and conduct science
experiments. With the space station located immediately outside of the Davis Planetarium, the
remaining 23 students form a rotating ground crew of technical personnel situated in a Mission
Control Simulator on the upstairs floor of the Planetarium.

NASA has also developed special exhibits to illustrate the interaction.; f science and technology
with society. One such exhibit, "Discovering Space For America's Economic Growth," spent two
years on tour in smaller museums across the United Statesfrom the Schenectady Museum and
Planetarium in Schenectady, New York to the Bradbury Science Museum in Los Alamos, New
Mexico. Exhibits like this help the public understand the extent to which science and technology
impact our everyday lives.

The Challenger Center for Space Science Education, an ASTC member, is making a measurable
impact on the quality of science, mathematics, and technology education offered to students.
NASA scientists, engineers, and education specialists helped Challenger Center to develop the
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innovative and highly-effective aerospace education curriculum modules utilized in their Learning
Centers located across the United States and Canada. To date, more than 150,000 students have
gone through a Challenger Center simulation, and each one walks away from it with experience in
teamwork, cooperation, and success in a highly technical scientific undertaking. At one site, the
Howard B. Owens Science Center in Greenbelt, Maryland, every fifth-grade student in Prince
George's County (Maryland) experiences a simulated space mission.

To facilitate the Agency's impact on the national education system, NASA is developing a presence
in every state. This national network is the mechanism through which we reach out to the entire
education community, including teachers, students, parents, and all lifelong learners.

In the mid-1980's, NASA began the Teacher Resource Center Network, which provides
dissemination points for the distribution of NASA information and education materials such a
videotapes, slides, software, posters, and teacher's guides. There are 10 Teacher Resource
Centers located at the NASA Field Centers. In addition, more than 25 Regional Teacher Resource
Centers are housed in universities, community colleges, museums, and science and technology
centers across the country. These institutions inc,..de the Mississippi Delta Community College in
Moorehead, Mississippi, Bossier Parish Community College in Bossier City, Louisiana, the
Kansas Cosmosphere, the Chicago Museum of Science and Industry, and the National Air and
Space Museum. The NASA Teacher Resource Center Network serves over 90,000 teachers
annually.

NASA Select, the Agency's internal communication service, is another valuable teaching resource.
It offers informational and educational programs as well as real-time mission coverage, accessible
in both the classroom and the home via satellite dishes and cable television systems. Three one-
hour segments are reserved each day exclusively for sixty-minute classroom-suitable programs.
All programs may be taped. Aimed at inspiring students to achieve in math and science, these
programs range from live interactive shows, to "Launch Box," a series produced by the
Nickelodeon cable network and NASA. We are working closely with the cable industry to make
NASA Select available to schools nationwide.

We recognize that community colleges are an important link in the science and engineering
workforce pipeline. There are nearly 1,400 two-year colleges in the United States with a total
enrollment of nearly 5 million students, 25% of whom are enrolled in mathematics or statistics
courses. Collectively, two-year colleges enroll nearly 40% of all undergraduate mathematics
course enrollments. Over two-thirds of Black, Hispanic, and Native American students in higher
education are enrolled in community colleges. Clearly, any effort to strengthen the science and
engineering education pipeline and recruitment of more underrepresented minority students must be
carried out in a manner that includes two-year colleges as full partners.

NASA's community college initiatives benefit all participants. Students receive an excellent,
practical education including experience on state-of-the-art equipment. These programs, in tum,
provide us with a pool of well-trained personnel, resulting in significant cost-savings in training
time for new personnel. In addition, the educational institutions are able to offer their students an
education which will truly prepare them as the workforce of the next century. In particular, many
of these programs are aimed at training the next generation of aerospace technicians.

As examples: At the NASA Langley Research Center in Hampton, Virginia, a three-phase, 10-
year program has been developed to generate the technicians that will be needed by the aerospace
industry generally, and Langley Research Center specifically. The first phase of the program is a
5-year pilot containing several projects designed to identify, involve and mentor middle and high
school students toward technician training. The second phase of the program will develop, pilot,
assess and implement a regional associate degree program. The third phase will seek to export the
prototype throughout the United States.
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At the NASA Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas, three of the nine local community colleges
are establishing a 2-year degree in aerospace technology in anticipation of future workforce needs.
The curriculum is currently under development using a committee of local representatives from

industry, NASA, and academia.

The community college initiative at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland
has two thrusts: 1) to provide advanced technician training by Maryland's community colleges to
technicians already employed at the Center, and, 2) to increase the technician pipeline. Current
major players in the beginning stages of this initiative are the GoddardContractor Working Group
and the State Board of Community Colleges. As the initial step in this process, the State Board has
been asked to survey its colleges to determine current offerings as well as possible future

innovations.

The NASA Stennis Space Center in Mississippi and its contractors have teamed with Pearl River
Community College to give hands-on training to students in their vocational-technical program.
The students spend 96 hours training in specialty shops at Stennis. Thestudents include
carpenters, diesel mechanics, electricians, HVAC technicians, machinists, and welders.

The NASA Kennedy Space Center in Florida has enjoyed a beneficial working relationship with
Brevard Community College (BCC) for nearly 30 years. The majority of contractors who work
for Kennedy are trained through the BCC Space Technology program. This nationally recognized
training program provides special technical training opportunities for both the KSC workforce and
potential employees in specialities ranging from tile technology to quality control.

The National Space Grant College and Fellowship Program is helping to expand our partnerships
with community colleges beyond the immediate area of the Centers. The NevadaSpace Grant
Consortium includes four community colleges, and the Colorado Space GrantConsortium includes
one. Space Grant also has a significant public service component through which these institutions
use NASA funds to promote scientific and technological literacy throughout their states.

All of NASA's community college initiatives have one factor in commonthey directly address the
future workforce needs of the space program by channelling more students into science,
mathematics, and technology careers through career-specific coursework and hands-on work
experience. The proliferation of these programs is a testament to the success of NASA's education
program.

These examples are only a few of the many, many programs NASA offers to both theeducation
community and the general public to promote science and technology literacy for allcitizens of this

Nation.

As I indicated at the beginning, Mr. Chairman, while we applaud the intent of this legislation,
many of its objectives are already being achieved under exist ig programs and authorities. NASA
does not need new legislative authority and already has fun s to carry out many of the bill's
activities. Therefore, H.R. 4726 should not be reported by the Subcommittee. In these times of
shrinking budgets, agencies like NASA must carefully economize to ensure that they can conduct
their missions, and not extend themselves beyond their ability to produce successful results. In
addition, a joint program such as this would not yield appreciably greater results than existing
effortsat least not enough to justify another level of administration.

Again, I applaud the committee's concern for the state of our educational institutions, and pledge
our continued efforts to further these objectives within the means provided to us.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would be pleased to answer any questions you or the other members

of the Committee may have.
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Mr. THORNTON (presiding). Thank you, Dr. Brown.
We will proceed to hear from each of the opening statements

before we have questions, and I do appreciate your fine testimony.
From my standpoint, it is easier to grasp the idea that when you

have limited resources you should apply them to those areas that
are really doing well and producing good results, but I do appreci-
ate your concern about whether additional resources could be put
to good use. We will come back to that at a later point.

Dr. Williams.
Dr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,

I too am pleased to be here today with my colleagues from NASA
and the Department of Energy to discuss the activities of the Foun-
dation regarding two-year colleges and informal science education
centers as they relate to H.R. 4726, the Opportunities in Science
and Technology Act of 1992.

The National Science Foundation recognizes and appreciates the
critical issues concerning opportunities in science and technology
raised by H.R. 4726, and accordingly certainly we are in agreement
with and applaud the goals and objectives as proposed in the legis-
lation.

To be sure, the two-year colleges have a broad central mission to
provide access to quality education and achievement in science,
mathematics, and technology to students in general and especially
students drawn from their local communities. So, in my judgment,
these institutions have a unique niche within the education pro-
gram and activities of the National Science Foundation. Corre-
spondingly, the science centers obviously make significant contribu-
tions to the achievement of our overall goals.

The Education and Human Resources Directorate of the Nation-
al Science Foundation supports the purchase of equipment for sci-
ence, engineering, technology programs through either science and
technology centers or two-year colleges and institutions through
primarily two existing programs. At the undergraduate level, the
program is Instrumentation and Laboratory Improvement, obvious-
ly available to two-year as well as four-year institutions, and in the
instance of the science centers, the Informal Science EducationProgram.

Despite these two programs, I will readily concede that there are
many other needs and opportunities that must be met in order to
more effectively address science and education needs and chal-
lenges before the country. We are committed to providing this sup-
port to the institutions consistent with our overall resources and
program objectives.

I believe that the amount of funding which will realistically
become available can be most effectively awarded through the ex-
isting programs of the National Science Foundation with emphasis
on the following: where provision for the equipment is coupled with
a program rather than creating an equipment program, per se.

To extend my comment, equipment purchase independent of a
larger educational goal, in my judgment, will have an impact short
of the intent. There may, for example, be no extensive plan for the
use of the equipment, per se. Witnesswhile indeed this is not the
case in two-year colleges and most assuredly science centers, but itis a relevant issue. Witness the substantial underutilization of hun-
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dreds and, in some cases, thousands of computers donated to public
school systems without the provision for placing those equipments
in the context of an organized program.

We therefore have two programs in which we are making sub-
stantial contributions in this regard, but the equipment is support-
ed in the context of an overall program. Through various programs
focusing on the two-year colleges, we support instrumentation
equipment as it relates to math and science education. To put that
in context, in fiscal year 1990, within the total portfolio in the Di-
rectorate, we made 49 individual grants to the two-year college
sector. In 1991, we were able to increase that level of support to
some 85 grants. We clearly anticipate in the next yearin the cur-
rent fiscal year, fiscal year 1992to exceed those numbers.

I will readily concede that within the undergraduate arena of the
Foundation in the case of math, science, engineering, and technolo-
gy education, historically, the two-year sector has been under-
served, and the results I just gave you represent a conscious effort
on our part, starting about a year and a half ago, to increase the
resource base to the two-year college sector. I anticipate that in the
near term it simply will become a larger part of our portfolio, and
most assuredly as a part of those programs we will address needed
equipment.

The informal science education effort that is relevant to the bill,
or what is proposed here, as I indicated earlier, provides a variety
of educational resources in the form of exhibits, media, strategies
for meetingsfor addressing large numbers of individuals in order
to stimulate parents and other adults to become informed advo-
cates of higher education, high quality math and science education,
to support the school curriculum as it relates to informal science
education, and deal with the broad issue of science literacy.

We, in fact, provide funding under this program for the purchase
of equipment, equipment that is integral to an exhibit or program
of an institution that is involved in informal science education. Ex-
plicitly, so far for the current fiscal year, equipment purchases
under larger programs have totaled about $1.5 million. To put that
in context, the total informal science education budget for this
fiscal year of the Foundation is $35 million. Of that amount, ap-
proximately $12 million goes to the development of exhibits. Broad-
ly put, that is relevant in terms of science and technology centers.

In addition to that, the program has also supported over $4 mil-
lion to three very large projects which are designed to enable devel-
oping, newly developed science centers to acquire a proven set of
science museum exhibits from existing centers. Obviously equip-
ment is involved.

For example, the Pacific Science Center in Seattle, Washington,
has developed a traveling science program called Science Carnivals
to bring science into experience, including exhibits, science demon-
strations, and teacher workshops to rural areas in Washington,
Idaho, Oregon, and Montana. Developing museums can acquire
copies of the Science Carnival along with technical assistance and
staff through this very large grant.

In summary, we have within the context of the informal science
education program in the Foundation a substantial effort directed
to science and technology centers.
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With respect to the joint management obligated under the pro-
gram, my general comment is essentially consistent with what was
indicated by Dr. Brown from NASA. As I understand the proposal
in fiscal year 1992, what would be authorized is roughly equal to
what the NSF alone has expended in this area for our science and
technology centers or under our informal science education pro-
gram this fiscal year. Certainly there is less than enthusiasm as re-
gards the overhead and associated administrative costs that each of
us would have to mount to accomplish a goal that I suspect could
be accommodated by collaboration between the three agencies if we
elected to do so through the existing FCCSET education and
human resources structure.

For all of the reasons indicated, those reasons being: one, we
have a program that gives attention to the two-year institutions,
that will certainly increase as a part of our portfolio; B, or second,
there is a major effort under way supporting science and technolo-
gy centers, the amounts I indicated earlier; third, it would appear
to the Foundation that the proposed three-agency structure is not
necessary. Rather, our position is thatcertainly with encourage-
ment of this proposalis that we extend our existing efforts in sup-
porting the two broad institutional sectors, science and technology
centers on the one hand, and, two-year institutions on the other;
and therefore, while, as I indicated earlier, we applaud and agree
with the intent of the bill, we would not recommend that it be pur-
sued further.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Williams follows:]
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Hr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittme, I am pleased to
be her. today with my colleagues from NASA and the Department of
Energy to discuss the activities of the Foundation regarding two-
year colleges and informal science centers and how these relate to
H.R. 4726, the Opportunities in Science and Technology Act of 1992.

The National Science Foundation (NSF) recognises and
appreciates the critical issues concerning opportunities in science
and technology raised by H.R. 4726. In large part because of the
mvolution in information-processing technologies, the nation is
experiencing a virtual explosion of scientific discoveries and
technological advances. For our nation to continue to benefit from
the production of new knowledge, we suet devise new and better ways
to provide learners and teacher. across the country with equitable
access to the tools, expertise, saterials, and methods of new
information - processing technologies. We, therefore, applaud the
goals and objectives of the legislation proposed.

Two-year colleges have a broad, central mission: to provide
access to quality education and achievement in science,
mathematics, and technology for all Americans within their local
communities. Science centers also contribute significantly to
these goals. The Directorate for Education and Human Resources
(ERR) within NSF provides a variety of support. for the
incorporation of technological advances in two-year colleges and
institutions involved, in informal science education, as well as
other institutions.

ERR currently supports the purchase of equipment for science-
technology centers and two-year coilogea and institutions involved
in informal science education (e.g., science-technolagy centers,
natural history museums, soos, aquaria, botanical gardens, and
other community-centered organisations) through two existing
programs, the Instrumentation and Laboratory Improvement Program
(ILI) and the Informal Science Education Program (ISE).

Despite these positive efforts, we recognise that there are
many other needs and opportunities that must be met as we
contribute to addressing the many science education challenges
facing the nation. Twoyear colleges and informal science
education centers have a valuable role to play in these efforts and
the Foundation is committed to providing support for these
institutions within the existing program structure of the
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Foundation. We believe that the amount of funding which will
realistically become available can be most effectively awarded
through these existing EHR programs where equipment is cowled with
programmatic activities, rather than creating now programs.

Equipment purchased independent of a larger educational effort
will have little impact. There may be no exteneive plan for the
use of the equipment and provisions for the maintenance and
replacement of the equipment may be inadequate. Advanced
technologies are of little use if educational applications have
been poorly developed or if teachers or college faculty are not
well-prepared to take advantage of the technologies; one need only
note the poor utilisation of hundreds of thousands of computers in
our public school classrooms.

Existing funding mechanisms used by EHR for the support of
advanced educational technologies have been effw:Live. The
equipment purchased through peer-reviewed grants from eithir the
ILI or ISE programs must be part of a larger educational rifort.
This provides some assurance that the equipment will be effectively
used and that its use will be dedicated to science ana ....thematics
education, such as the reform of undergraduate science curriculum
or as a part of a science museum exhibit. The grants made through
the ILI programs have been effective in leveraging substantial non-
Federal support for upgrading laboratory instruction at the
undergraduate level. ISE grants involving technology have enhanced
the experiences of millions of museum visitors and have stimulated
the development of new exhibit techniques.

A third program in EHR, Applications of Advanced Technologies
(AAT), must also be cited for its central role in the applications
of technology to the improvement of science and mathematics
education. The Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) stated in its
recent report, Power On, (1988), the only known overview of Federal
RC) in educational technology, "Nearly all the technological tools,
pedagogics, and methodologies had their instructional origins in
these early NSF projects -- telecommunications and computer
networks, graphics, speech synthesis, programming languages such as
Logo, laboratory instrumentation, instructional simulations,
interactive dialogues, economics modeling and gaming, social
science data analysis, interactive videodiscs, career counseling,
and computer literacy for educators." Thus, projects funded
through the AAT program and earlier programs have been largely
responsible for the great advances which have been made in the use
of advanced learning technologies.

TWO-YEAR COLLEGES

Through various programs, NSF supports the role that two-year
colleges play in the preparation of transfer students, the training
and retraining of the technological workforce, and the improvement
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of the scientific literacy of other students. The Instrumentation
and Laboratory Improvement Program supports projects to generate
aore\effectivo and efficient approaches to laboratory and field-
based\instruction in two-year institutions.

ILI funding stimulates important laboratory instructional
improvements and helps leverage significant non-Federal resources
towards this end. Substantial cost-sharing is required and
provided by the awards, institutions from their own resources,
private foundations, states, equipment manufacturers, and other

simulate of the private sector. In FY 1990, 49 awards were made to
two-year colleges through this program; in FY 1991, there were 52

awards. The typical /LI grant is relatively small by NSF
standards, but the results are significant. Here are several

examples:

o The Montgomery County Community College (Pennsylvania)
received $43,183 to develop a computer laboratory with an
intelligent tutoring system for algebra, providing
students with opportunities to conduct experiments with
mathematics, the piloting of.new materials, and faculty
training.

o Edison Community College (Ft. Myers, Florida) received
$86,525 to develop a "living" laboratory, which provides
undergraduates the opportunity to use sophisticated
analytical squipaont to analyse water samples and
biological field data, which forms a substantial part of
laboratory courses and which will ultimately provide an
ecological baseline of the waters in the region.

o saddlobrook College (Mission Viejo, California) received
$23,985 to purchase equipment which will allow students
to isolate cellular organelles and macromolecules in cell

biology, microbiology, and introductory biology
laboratory course, and to perform simple exercises in
recombinant DNA technology. The equipment will be used
in introductory biology courses and also in non-majors
biology courses in an effort to increase the scientific
literacy of general students in modern molecular biology.

Two-year colleges are also eligible to apply and receive
support from EER's Undergraduate Course and Curriculum Program,

which provides funding for curriculum development, and
Undergraduate Faculty Enhancement Programs, which provides funding
for professional development for undergraduate faculty. (The

following table provides a breakdown of NSF support of two-year

colleges).

o
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NSF Support to Two-Year Colleges
FY 1591

Number of
Awards

Dollars in
Millions

Instrumentation and Lab. Improvement 53 $1.71

Course and Curriculum 6 $ .36

Faculty Enhancement 2 $ .08

Other ERR Programs 11 $ .64

ERR TOTAL 72 $2.79

NSF Research Programs 13 $ .56

NSF TOTAL 85 $3.35

ERR has taken significant steps to increase the role of two-
year colleges in its programs. LEER is supporting the NSF/American
Association of Community and Junior Colleges (AACJC) Fellows
program, in an effort to better inform the two-year college
community about NSF programs and funding opportunities. Through
this program, eight two-year college faculty have served in-
residence in ERR divisions where they have become familiar with the
broad rang* of existing programs and ongoing projects. These
Fellows will maintain contact with NSF and communicate with their
colleagues through AACJC and other professional organisations.
Through presentations at professional meetings and two-year
colleges, NSF program staff are providing significant outreach to
introduce science, engineering, and mathematics faculty at two-year
colleges to funding opportunities within ERR. Workshops are also
being held to improve the number and quality of proposals from two-
year colleges.

EHR sought recommendations from two-year colleges in a
workshop held in May, 1991, on science, engineering, and
mathematics education at those institutions. An NSF report
entitled Matching Actions and Challenges (1992) transmitted the
recommendations of the workshop. Finally, members of the EHR
Advisory Committee prepared a report at the request of ERR entitled
"Suggestions to Increase Community College Participation with the
National Science Foundation."

Eased upon these reports, ERR is planning to strengthen the
Undergraduate Course and Curriculum program to include a focus on
curriculum development on technology education and to strengthen
the current emphasis on curriculum development activities which
seek to improve the science literacy of all students, not just
those who are electing careers in science. This would Capitalize
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on the strengths of two-year college faculty members in such areas

as collaborative learning, high quality teaching, hands-on
experiences, and work with underrepresented groups.

INFORMAL SCIENCE EDUCATION

Within EHR, the Informal Science Education Program (IsE)

supports the important role of informal science institutions by
providing resources for educational exhibits, media, and strategies
reaching participants in settings outside of school. The goals of

ISE are to support projects which develop the interest of children

and youth, especially those from underrepresented groups, in

science, mathematics, and technology; stimulate parents and other

adults to bc.:ome informed advocates for higher quality science and
mathematics education; support the school curriculum with related
informal activities; and improve general science literacy. These

projects are funded primarily through grants supporting the

development of television and radio programs, science museum
exhibits and programs, and educational efforts carried out through
youth-serving and community organisations.

ISE has provided funding for the purchase of equipment
integral to an exhibit or program of institutions engaged in

informal science education. We estimate that about 10 percent of
the funds awarded to non-profit institutions engaged in informal

science education are for equipment, which would total
approximately $1.5 million for 7Y 1992. For example, the Now York
Hall of Science is developing an exhibit on audio technologies.
NSF funds purchased some of the computer hardware needed for the
project, but the SONY Corporation is donating much equipment and
technical assistance to the project.

More often, ISE has supported projects where NSF funds were
directed towards the development of the software or programming
involved in an exhibit or program. This funding has often
leveraged the donation of substantial amounts of equipment from

corporations or other non-Federal sources. For example, Ohio's
Center of Science and Industry's "Mission to Mars" project lets
visitors participate in a simulated space voyage, including science

experiments. Apple Computer donated the hardware for the
interactive computer stations in the exhibit; NSF funds supported
the development of tin+ software, which recently won first place in

the annual coapetitton sponsored by the Smithsonian and

Computerworld Magazine.

In another project, US is supporting the development of the

Playing to Win Network, whi.111 will provide technical assistance in

the development of software aid educational programs for "community

computing centers", which orovide low-income and minority
communities with access to and teaining in the use of computers and

other technology. Apple Computer and other corporations have
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donated hundreds of computers to over a hundred such programsacross the country.

ISE has increasingly supported the development of the"infrastructure" of informal science education through professional
development programs and through projects which help developing
museums acquire the fundamental "equipment" used by museums, thatis, high-quality, interactive science exhibits. Indeed, roughlyone-third of all ISE-funding (approximately

$12 million in FY 92)goes towards the development of exhibits. Professional developmentopportunities are now available for museum educators, staff andboard members of developing science centers, and minority museum
staff, through projects supported by ISE.

The program has also committed over $4 million to three
projects which will enable developing science centers to acquire
proven sots of science museum exhibits from existing sciencecenters. For example, the Pacific Science Center (Seattle, WA) hasdeveloped a travelling science program called "Science Carnival",
to bring the science center experience (including exhibits, sciencedemonstrations, and teacher workshops) to rural areas in
Washington, Idaho, Oregon, and Montana. Developing museums can nowacquire copies of the "science Carnival", along with technical
assistance and staff training, through an ISE grant to the PacificScience Center.

In summary, ISE supports a broad range of projects which
involve the purchase of equipment, but more often supports the
development of software, curriculum, interactive media, or other
means which enable participants to make more effective use of
computers, interactive media, and other technologies in relation to
learning about science and mathematics. NSF support leverages
considerable donations of computers and other high-technology to
non-profit institutions engaged in informal science education.

JOINT PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

H.R. 4726 provides that program activities authorized would be
jointly funded by the NSF, NASA, and DOE. The FCCSET process byits very nature encourages coordination, cooperation, and where
appropriate, joint ventures between its member agencies. Forexample, NSF has, in fact, recently signed a formal memorandum of
agreement with the NM for joint funding of several programs. Itcan work. It also takes tine to establish operating procedures
which accommodate the idiosyncrasies of cooperating agencies.
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CONCLUSION

Within the nation's public schools, two-year colleges, and
universities, thero are tremendous needs for funding to bring
educational and research facilities up to data to meet the demands

for the future. NSF's current programs in research and education
are highly competitive. The Federal funding available cannot meet
all the needs for these activities, nor is it primarily a Federal
responsibility. In addition to equipment needs, continual research
and development is needed to assure that our nation's classrooms
benefit from the latest advances in technology; without such
research, the return on the investments in new hardware will be

minimal.

While we support the general intent of the bill, it is our
belief that the National Science Foundation does not need new
authority to accommodate the legislation's intent and already, to

the extent that funds permit, carries out the activities described

in the bill. Therefore, we recommend that no further action be

taken on H.R. 726. Thank you, Mr. Chairman for the opportunity to
discuss these matters with you today.

Alb
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Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Williams, and the
entirewithout objectionthe entire written statements of each of
the witnesses will be included as a part of the record, and our next
witness is Mr. Richard E. Stephens of the Office of Energy Re-
search.

Mr. Stephens.
Mr. STEPHENS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It's a pleasure to be

here. Actually, it is a rare opportunity for my Department to testi-
fy before this particular subcommittee, and we certainly appreciate
the opportunity to do so.

As I'm sure members of the subcommittee know, however, DOE
has been very deeply involved in support for education since the
very earliest days of the Atomic Energy Commission. However, I
also want you to know that beginning in 1989, from Admiral Wat-
kins on down, the Department is absolutely firmly committed to
doing whatever we can to assist in achieving the national educa-
tion goals.

Since 1989, we have initiated a wide range of pre-university sci-
ence education programs principally, but not exclusively, centered
around our National Laboratories and research facilities. Many of
our initiatives include formal partnerships between our laborato-
ries and school districts at either the regional or in some cases
State-wide levels. Just two examples perhaps for your edification.

We have a partnership under way now with the Oakland Unified
School District in California involving all four of the DOE laborato-
ries in the Bay area. It involves every school, both elementary,
middle, and high schools,' and it involves most of the teachers.
And the kinds of activities we are involved with include summer
institutes for teachers; workshops; equipment loans; advice on de-
velopment of experiments that they can use in chemistry, biology,
and physics classes; internships for students; advice on curricula;
and a whole range of other ancillary activities.

That is kind of an example of what we would classify as a full
court press in some of our initiatives with school districts.

On the other hand, on the other end of the spectrum are what
we might call a one-on-one program involving staff at our Continu-
ous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility down in Newport News,
where every week during the school year we bring in four entire
classes of fifth-grade students from the Newport News school dis-
trict.2 They spend the entire week at the laboratory, eight hours,
or basically a school day, learning about sciencein this case,
physicsand doing a lot of interesting hands-on experiments.
Teachers are absolutely central to that particular program, and we
propose to expand that over the next several years actually to a
State-wide initiative in Virginia.

Many of these initiatives actually came out of a conference we
sponsored back in 1989 at the Lawrence Hall of Science, and as the
chairman of the committee, Mr. Brown, recalls, it was a three-day
process, a very intense discussion on the role of DOE in achieving
national education goals, and many of the initiatives we have start-
ed certainly began at that particular conference.

,Mr. Stephens intended to add "in Oakland, California."
2Mr. Stephens intended to say Ind the Hampton, Virginia school district."
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All of these activities, including our new programs, are described
in our new education catalogue, of which I believe copies have been
made available to members of the subcommittee. This is a fairly
good representation of the range of programs the Department of
Energy is currently involved with, but not all, because many of our
activities involve individual volunteers at our laboratories working
one-on-one with teachers, students, and parents in a very informal
way of assisting in science and math education improvement.

Now as members of the committee certainly know, there are a
number of serious issues which confront us in science and math
education. Two are of particular concern in today's hearing. Let me
phrase the one the following way. And that is the continued low
representation of women, minorities, and those with disabilities in
most scientific and technical disciplines must be corrected over the
next 10 to 15 years, or we will have serious consequences for the
continued vitality of U.S. science.

Community colleges, noted in H.R. 4726, are particularly well po-
sitioned to assist in this effort to better prepare more minority stu-
dents particularly for future careers in science, engineering, and
related fields.

The second issue is the appalling level--I need to underscore
that wordthe appalling level of scientific illiteracy on the part of
the American public. This has serious implications for our ability
to make public policy decisions on issues which are inextricably
interwoven with science, technology, and even math.

Regarding our support for community colleges, we have several
modest but growing initiatives that I do want to make sure Mem-
bers are aware of. One is, we have a program that has gone on for
a number of years called the Pre-freshman Enrichment Program,
which is a series of summer institutes on campus for middle school
women and minority students, enrichment programs in science and
math. Beginning in fiscal year 1993, the eligibility will be changed
so that community colleges will be eligible to compete directly for
awards rather than partnering with four-year colleges with de-
greed programs.

We also provide equipment loansactually, equipment grants,
ratherto community colleges through our Used Energy-Related
Equipment Program. DOE has somewhat unique legislative author-
ity to provide access to excess scientific equipment at our National
Laboratories to universities and colleges on a first come/first
served basis. And we note over the last several years that many
smaller and two-year colleges have really benefited from that par-
ticular program.

We also have started some interesting initiatives in one of the
particular areas of growth in the Department, which is our Envi-
ronmental Restoration and Waste Management Program, which, as
you all know, deals with not only the science and technology of en-
vironmental cleanup but also the manpower required to achieve
these goals. We find that we cannot literally identify the cadre of
people that we need for our facilities for the next number of years
without going back in and beginning to prime the pump, particu-
larly at the community college level in establishing two-year
degree programs on environmental waste management.

34.
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One unique initiative beginning in California involves the Law-
rence Livermore National Laboratory and all the California com-
munity colleges as well as colleges in Nevada and Arizona, working
together to develop new curricula at the two-year level in hazard-
ous waste management.

Regarding our concerns with public science literacy, this concern
cuts across all of the Department's pre-college initiatives. We
strongly believe that the best defense against scientific illiteracy is
a well educated, highly motivated, personally challenging math
and science teacher beginning in the early primary grades all the
way through high school. Every one of our pre-college initiatives
involves teachers, and every one of those initiatives provides a
background and focw_ for helping those teachers really begin to
excite and challenge their students, many of whom will not go on
to become scientists and engineers and ideally will become more
literate citizens in this particular environment.

We also have three interrelated programmatic approaches to
helping improve science literacy. Like NASA and the National Sci-
ence Foundation, we also have a Museum Science Education Pro-
gram we have started several years ago providing competitive
awards to science museums and science centers. Attached to my
formal testimony are the list of awards made both last year and
just last week in this current fiscal year.

I do want to note that several of these awards aro jointly spon-
sored with NSF and other private organizations. In fact, we contin-
ually seek out opportunities to leverage our funds with other agen-
cies and with private organizations so that we can bring together
an interesting overview of various issues in science and technology
representing different perspectives.

Our second approach is also beginning to develop along the lines
of assisting in the development of interesting instructional and
public television programming on science and math. And my testi-
mony has numerous examples of what we have done in the past;
let me just cite two. One is the series called Futures, which in-
volves Jaime Escalante, the award-winning teacher from Los Ange-
les, now in Sacramento, which is an instructional series -15-
minute videos on how important math is, no matter whatever
career you choose. The Department, along with NSF and ARCO
and IBM,3 is very much involved in supporting that series, and just
recently PBS has indicated this is the most successful instructional
TV series ever in the history of the system.

We also are involved in underwriting the production of education
materials for a PBS series called The New Explorers, which is
hosted and moderated by Bill Kurtis from Chicago. Bill essentially
illustrates how scientists do science. What we have done through
the Argonne National Laboratory, working in partnership with 14
Chicago-based educational institutions, have developed curricular
materials for use in middle schools that illustrate how science is
actually done, which includes a field trip for the students to actual-
ly see the science described in the particular video that they are
watching.

'Mr. Stephens indicates that the Department of Labor also provides funding for Futures.
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The Chicago education partners include all the museums in Chi-
cago, the two zoos, the planetaria, several research laboratories,
and, of all things, even one of the police precincts as one of the
shows dealt with forensic science.

Both of these series, Futures and New Explorers, are designed to
stimulate student interest in math and science, particularly to indi-
cate how important to them science and particularly math will be
to whatever future careers that they choose.

Finally, in our public science literacy, we have engaged our lab-
oratories again in outreach programs to their local communities.
Most of our Laboratories not only have partnerships with local
school districts but, as part of that, have partnerships with commu-
nity groups, parents organizations, churcheswherever there are
organizations that would basically benefit from the type of involve-
ment of our scientists in reaching out in a nontraditional way to
parents and their students.

Many of our programsfor example, in Sandia in Albuquerque
require as a price of admission for a student to participate in a pro-
gram, they have to bring a parent along. And that is absolutely an
interesting way to underscore the connection we need to make with
family life in terms of math and science.

Finally, let me talk briefly about H.R. 4726, which certainly has
very laudable goals. As I have noted, we have continued to expand
the involvement of both science museums and community colleges
in our various programs, and we certainly are actively involved in
seeking out potential collaborative opportunities with NSF, NASA,
and other affiliated agencies involved and the Committee on Edu-
cation and Human Resources that Dr. Brown referred to.

DOE currently has formal memoranda of understanding in sci-
ence education with six Federal agenciesworking on a seventh
with the U.S. Department of Agriculturewhere we have agreed
to work with our resources, mainly people, to assist those agencies
in achieving their own educational goals by providing the kind of
input from our Laboratories that helps intensify the education ex-
perience provided by the other agencies.

We do believe that the intent of H.R. 4726 is certainly laudable,
but it seems to us that the administrative provisions would be un-
wieldy at best and would not seem to bring any value added to
what is already going on in the relationships between and among
these three agencies.

To summarize, Mr. Chairman, the Department is very much in-
volved, as I hope I have pointed out, in efforts to improve science
and math education, both those that are focused on attracting
more students into careers in science and, engineering, but certain-
ly more broadly based on the need to begin to raise public literacy
in science and technology, which I do believe is certainly one of the
more critical problems we face in this whole area of education.

Thank you for the opportunity to be with you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Stephens follows:]

4 0
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am pleased to represent the Department of Energy (DOE) in today's hearing on

H.R. 4726:the Opportunities in Science and Technology Act of 1992.

In my testimony I would like to first highlight the involvement of the DOE in

the national effort to improve mathematics, science, and engineering education

at all levels. I would then like to summarize our concerns with and support

for efforts designed to improve public literacy in science and technology, and

finally, comment briefly on the purposes and provisions of H.R. 4726.

As Members of the Subcommittee know, the Department has been involved in

support for education since the earliest days of the Atomic Energy Commission,

the first predecessor agency to DOE. Some of the first federally-supported

programs DOE now conducts for undergraduate and graduate students were

initiated by the Atomic Energy Commission in the early 1950s. This tradition

of support for education continues today.

While historically DOE has always been deeply involved in university-level

research and related education programs, beginning in 1989 the Department made

a major commitment to programs at the pre-university level. This commitment

was made based on the reality that DOE is both a major consumer and supporter

of scientific and engineering talent. However, it is also clear to us that

the current problems affecting the Nation's precollege science education

system (which have been well documented in previous hearings by this and other

Congressional committees) have major long-term implications for the

Department's ability to find, recruit, and retain scientifically and

technically educated personnel for future DOE missions. More broadly, a
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scientifically literate public is needed to make well-reasoned decisions about

energy options and to devleop, manage and properly use energy technologies.

The Department, therefore, has a direct stake in the national effort to

improve science and mathematics education at all levels in order to ensure

that sufficient numbers of young people, including women, minorities, and

those with disabilities, pursue careers in scientific and technical fields.

The National Energy Strategy seeks to increase Americans' understanding of the

role of energy in their lives, and its attendant costs and benefits, and to

ensure a reliable supply of highly skilled scientists, engineers, and

technicians in energy-related fields.

Much of the Department's current support particularly for precollege level

education and related public science literacy programs has grown from

recommendations developed at the "Math/Science Education Action Conference"

held on October 8-10, 1989, at the Lawrence Hall of Science in Berkeley,

California, and co-chaired by the Secretary of Energy, Admiral James Watkins,

and Nobel Laureate Dr. Glenn Seaborg (former Chairman of the Atomic Energy

Commission). This conference was undertaken in direct response to the

Charlottesville Summit Conference on Education where the President and the

Governors developed the National Education Goals. The Berkeley Conference

produced a specific blueprint for action for DOE to become fully engaged in

the effort to achieve the National Education Goals, particularly Goal 04: "By

the year 2000, U.S. students will be the first in the world in science and

mathematics achievement."
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The DOE strategy for precollege science education heavily relies on the unique

physical and human resources included in the Department's National

Laboratories and contractor resear h facilities. The nine multi-program DOE

National Laboratories and over 30 additional specialized research facilities

are, therefore, directly involved in carrying out the Department's science

education mission. This unparalleled collection of scientific and technical

facilities and instrumentation along with the thousands of scientists,

engineers, and technicians who work at these world-class institutions have

extraordinary potential for exciting students, teachers, and adults about

science and technology.

Increased use of DOE's facilities for precollege student and teacher programs

became formal Department-wide policy on May 21, 1990, when Secretary Watkins

issued a notice expanding the Department's education mission. This notice

directed all DOE offices, facilities, and contractors to commit support to

education through such activities as loans of equipment and staff to schools,

education-oriented community service by DOE employees, and joint partnerships

with Federal agencies, schools, businesses, science museums, and other

community partners. As a result of this overall strategy and the full

implementation of the Secretary's notice, DOE's precollege initiatives are

fully supportive of the National Education Goals, the National Education

Strategy as embodied in "America 2000," and the efforts undertaken by other

federal agencies in science education as coordinated by the Federal

Coordinating Council for Science, Engineering, and Technology Committee on

Education and Human Resources (FCCSET /EHR).

49
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The array of DOE science education programs, including our efforts on behalf

of public science literacy, is described in the "DOE Education Programs

Catalog" (copies of which have been distributed to Members of the

Subcommittee). Just to summarize, in 1991 alone, primarily through these

laboratories and research facilities, DOE sponsored over 800 individually

identified precollege programs that reached over one million students and

educators. In terms of funding for science education, the Department's budget

request for FY 1993 includes $113.2 million spread among individual DOE

program offices for support of programs directly focused on mathematics,

science, and/or engineering education. Within this total, we estimate that

approximately $4.3 million will be directly spent on public science literacy-

related programs and projects.

Let me now turn specifically to our public science literacy program. First,

there is concern for public science literacy and the need to ensure that all

students and their parents are able to effectively function in a world economy

increasingly dominated by scientific and technical issues. This concern cuts

across all DOE precollege programs. It is our firm belief that the first line

of defense against scientific illiteracy is a well-trained, highly motivated

elementary school teacher with the second and third lines of defense being

teachers at the middle and high school levels.

There are three primary programmatic approaches being taken by DOE to support

public science literacy efforts. These are as follows:
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Museum Science Education Programs:

The Museum. Science Education Program provides up to Si million annually to

museums for energy-related scientific and technical exhibits and related

education programs. This program provides the Nation's museums, visited by

more than 150 million people per year, an opportunity to increase public

science literacy through funding for exhibits, programs, activities, and

technology. The list of awards made in this program in FY 1991 and FY 1992 is

provided for the record.

Public/Instructional Television Programs:

We are increasingly involved in co-funding public and instructional television

programs that deal in whole or in part with energy-related scientific anti

technical subjects that are focused on increasing student awareness of the

importance of mathematics and science in their future. These include:

FUTURES--FUTURES is an instructional television series designed to stimulate

student interest in mathematics. Hosted by teacher Jamie Escalante, the

program shows how mathematics plays an integral part in a range of exciting

careers, from skateboard designs to architecture. The 1991 FUTURES Back to

School Public Broadcasting System (PBS) special was the award-winning 'Math .

. . Who Needs It?" featuring Bill Cosby. The National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA) will be co-funding with DOE the 19.2 Back to School PBS

special that will focus on Space.

New ExplorersThe "New Explorers" with Bill Kurtis will be entering its third

successful year on PBS. With the help of local teachers and scientists and 14

4
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institutional "Explorer Partners" (which are predominantly museums), the DOE

Argonne National Laboratory has developed teaching materials to accompany each

program in the series. Staff at Argonne are coordinating teacher workshops

based at museums throughout the country to introduce the Explorers teachers'

guides and to adapt them to the local community. The Knoxville Zoo and Boston

Museum of Sciencs are just two locations for these workshops.

Magic School Bus--The Magic School Bus is another PBS series, co-funded with

the National Science Foundation (NSF), that will address key science concepts,

systems, content areas, and facts typically taught in elementary schools.

This animated series "stars" Mrs. Frizzle and her students who will take many

exciting field trips through the solar system, to the bottom of the ocean and

more. Due to the animated nature of the series, much of the often abstract

information relevant to the topics will become alive and touchable to the

cartoon characters and, consequently, be easy for the younger elementary

school students to understand. This series will premiere next fall and is

planned to go "head to head" with the traditional Saturday morning cartoons.

Soave AgeCollaboratively, DOE is partially funding, along with NSF and NASA,

the production of "Space Age," an eight part, one-hour documentary series for

PBS produced by WQED/Pittsburgh and NHK/Japan in association with the National

Academy of Sciences. This series will take its viewers on an exciting

adventure rich with science, mathematics, engineering history, and new

concepts that have and will continue to come from the space program.
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Education Outreach Proarams:

The third programmatic approach taken by the Department of Energy in

supporting science literacy efforts is through the education outreach programs

at the Department-sponsored laboratories. Many of these programs are

described in the "Education Programs Catalog." Some examples include:

Brookhaven National Laboratory--Introduction to Computers is a 6-week course

providing an opportunity for people of all ages to understand a computer's

"thinking", hardware and software concepts, basic computer programming,

introduction to word processing and spreadsheets, and hands-on software

demonstrations. The program is sponsored jointly by Brookhaven National

Laboratory, along with local churches and school districts with high minority

enrollments.

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL)--In their Hands-On Universe Program, LBL

scientists work directly with high school science teachers nationwide. The

teachers learn real science by using a high quality telescope for image

acquisition and by analyzing the data using a professional image processing

system. Sites for this project include the Boston Museum of Science, the

Capitol Children's Museum, and the Harlem Community Computer Center. Further

funding has been requested from NSF for this project. The Museum of Science

in Boston is also receiving technical assistance in updating their planetarium

education programs through spin-offs from the Hands-On Universe Program.

4/'.
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Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC)--As one of several DOE facilities,

SLAC helped develop the "Standard Model of Fundamental Particles and

Interactions." This wall chart is used in over 50 countries.

Comments on H.R. 4726:

H.R. 4726 cites the essential need for a "citizenry knowledgeable in science

and technology as the United States enters the 21st century." The important

roles played by both science museums/science centers and the two-year

community colleges in addressing this need are illustrated in the proposed

bill. The need for close interagency collaboration in helping to achieve

public science literacy is also noted. As I have pointed out in my testimony,

the Department is committed to assisting in the national effort to improve

public science literacy, and our Museum Education Program is one approach

towards this end. Community colleges also participate in a number of DOE

education programs both through my office's Freshmen Enrichment Program (which

sponsors summer math/science enrichment institutes on college campuses for

middle school women and minority students) and through training and

development programs related to the needs of the DOE Office of Environmental

Restoration and Waste Management. We actively seek out potential

collaborative opportunities with NSF, NASA, and other Federal and private

sector agencies in these and many other science education programs. We have

formal "Science Education" Memoranda of Understanding with six Federal

agencies that serve as administrative vehicles for joint programmatic efforts.

We have close working relationships with the education staff at the National

Science Foundation and, as I have noted in my testimony, are involved in joint

support for several public science literacy projects.

4 LJ
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Therefore, while the intent of H.R. 4726 is laudable, the establishment of a

new joint program administered together by NSF, NASA, and DOE would be

administratively unwieldy at best and would also duplicate efforts already

underway. One of the key 'spin-offs" of the work of the FCCSET/EHR Committee

has been the development of excellent and ongoing working relationships in

science education between and among the Federal science agencies. We do not

believe that the already strong working relationships among DOE, NSF, and NASA

would be enhanced through this legislation. DOE does not need new authority

to accommodate the legislative intent, and we are already devoting resources

to the types of activities described in the bill. Therefore, H.R. 4726 should

not be acted on favorably.

Mr. Chairman, this completes my statement and I would be pleased to respond to

any questions that Members of the Subcommittee might have.
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1991 Museum Science Education Program Awards

Exploratori.um - San Francisco, CA
"Exhibit-Based Energy Teaching" - Exhibits
on physics and life sciences and guide to
help teachers build table top versions

The Franklin Institution Science
Museum - Philadelphia, PA
"Greenhouse Earth: A Traveling Science
Exhibit on Global Climate Change"

St. Louis Science Center - St. Louis, MO
"Ecology and the Environment" - Exhibition
gallery and energy science backpack program

E. Tennessee Discovery Center -
Knoxville, TN
"Recycling: You Are The Solution"
-Travelling exhibit and educational program
directed towards middle school students

Austin Children's Museum - Austin, TX
"'Go Power' A Lively, Interactive Exhibit on

Energy"

Oregon Museum of Science and Industry -
Portland, OR
"Global Cycles and Changes" - Interactive
exhibits and programming on global issues

Scitech Aurora, IL
"Scitech Clubs for Girl Scouts"

The Discovery Museum - Bridgeport, CT
"Project Energy: A Science Improvement
Program for Middle Schools"

California Museum of Science and Industry -
Los Angeles, CA
"Our Urban Environment" - A permanent exhibit
about environmental issues in urban areas

The Discovery Center of Idaho - Boise, ID
"Hands On Energy" - Six energy-related
exhibits and educational programming.

4"
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Goery Delacote
Director

William Booth
Vice President of Exhibits

Dennis Wint
President

David Sincerbox
Executive Director

Deborah Edward
Executive Director

Marilynn Eichinger
President

Ernest Malamud
Executive Director

Mary Anne Freeman
Director

Ann Muscat
Deputy Director, C.M.S.I.

Lorette Williams
Executive Director
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1992 Museum Science Education Program Awards

Scitech - Aurora, IL
"E=mc2, A Hands-On Exploration of
Einstein's Famous Formula"

Exploratorium - San Francisco, CA
"Exploring the Gene: Interactive

Exhibits on Genetics and the Human Genome"

New York Hall of Science -
Flushing Meadows Corona Park, NY
"Set Careers Program: An Interactive
Science, Engineering, and Technology
Career Education Exhibit"

New York Zoological Society - Bronx, NY
"The Living Systems Energy Module"
Creates an understanding that human
energy places demands on the environment

Science Museum of MN - St. Paul, MN
"Green Street: A Comprehensive Urban Energy

and Environmental Exhioit and Education

Project"

Museum of Science - Boston, MA
"Testing the Theory" - Focuses on

learning through experiments

SD Discovery Center & Aquarium -

Pierre, SD
"Rural America Energy Exploratory" - One

permanent and one travelling exhibit; emphasis

on photovoltaic power

LSU Museum of Geoscience Baton Rouge, LA
"Louisiana Subsurface: Geologic History,
Resources, and Hazards"

Olivia Diaz
President of the Board

Robert Semper
Executive Associate Director

Alan Friedman
Director

William Conway
General Director

Louise Casagrande
Senior Vice President

David Ellis
President and Director

David Padgett
President

Ralph Pike
Associate Vice Chancellor

San Diego Space and Science Foundation Jeffrey Kirsch

San Diego, CA Executive Director

"'STARPOWER', an OMNIMAX Film on Thermonuclear
Fusion and the Process of Scientific Discovery"

Lexington Children's Museum - Roger Paige

Lexington, KY Executive Director

"Energy Quest" - Six permanent exhibits
and 48 visitor hands-on workshops; examines
all aspects of energy utilizing "age appropriate"
teaching materials
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Mr. THORNTON. Thank you, Mr. Stephens.
Let's begin by addressing that general issue. As I listened to the

three witnesses this morning, I found a remarkable paralleling of
ideas, and generally it appeared to me to be a willingness to think
that collaboration and working together in a broader interest
might be useful.

Do you gentlemen believe that you could collaborate in a pro-
gram that would mesh the needs of your several agencies as called
for by this bill?

Dr. Brown.
Dr. BROWN. Certainly we can, Mr. Chairman. Yes, I do believe

that we can collaborate in programs because, in fact, we do. We do,
not only through the FCCSET Committee on Education and
Human Resources, which is newer, but we do collaborate in other
aspects.

For example, we have a memorandum of agreement with the De-
partment of Energy in which we carry out various activities. So the
answer is yes, we do and we can.

Mr. THORNTON. That was the impression I had.
Dr. Williams?
Dr. WILLIAMS. I agree fully. You notice Mr. Stephens made refer-

ence to several projects that are jointly funded by NSF and the De-
partment of Energy. That is quite deliberate. Actually, when we
get proposals we seek collaboration and participation by other
agencies.

But there is something else that we do that is very important,
that is in my written testimonyis that typically for a project that
is several million dollars, the initial award is made by one or more
of the Federal agencies, and then, working with the grantee, what
it also catalyzes is a significant investment from the private sector,
without which

Mr. THORNTON. It leverages additional support, doesn't it?
Dr. WILLIAMS. Absolutely, yes.
So we were doing this actually prior to the creation of the

FCCSET structure, and, very frankly, as three of the five or six piv-
otal agencies in the FCCSET structure, we are essentially obligated
to collaborate.

Mr. THORNTON. Well, ideally then, structures should follow expe-
rience and, as you learn to collaborate, perhaps have additional
emphasis put on it by calling for a continuation of that.

Dr. WILLIAMS. Right.
Mr. THORNTON. Mr. Stephens.
Mr. STEPHENS. It actuallya week does not go past that we do

not meet together, to be quite honest, through the FCCSET or
through formal meetings, and collaboration is a natural way of
doing business now in science

Mr. THORNTON. So that portion of the bill that requires collabora-
tion is not reallyit really builds on the experiences that you al-
ready have been using.

Another thing that I would like to address, because I really agree
with you, Dr. Williams, so much on this, that any advances in sci-
ence, any programs, must be considered as a part of a larger educa-
tional goal, that you get in trouble when you put computers in
classrooms and you have not trained the teachers how to apply
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them. You need to have a larger goal, and I would like to ask each
of you the question whether there is anything in this language of
this bill that would in any way restrict or restrain you from apply-
ing the resources that are provided within the bill in accordance
with an outline of a larger educational goal.

Would you like to begin, Dr. Williams, and then we will go to Dr.
Brown and Mr. Stephens.

Dr. WILLIAMS. Well, if I remember the categories of the bill, it
stipulates that 25 percent of the resources will go to the two-year
colleges. That is not a problem. Twenty-five percent of the funds
would go to science and technology centers. That isn't a problem.

The component of the bill that specifies specific items of equip-
ment that one would purchase, now the onlythat would be prob-
lematic only if it could not be folded in the context of a program,
but if it could be put in the context of a programI mean the
audio-visual equipment, per se, NSF isn't going towe don't do
that. We don't provide categorical pieces of equipment. We try to
provide a program for students, parents, and other participants.
Now if that equipment is integral to it, that is not a problem.

Mr. THORNTON. And indeed that is something that the bill pro-
vides that is not presently done, and that is to move toward equip-
ment or facilities that are needed.

Dr. WILLIAMS. That is right.
Mr. THORNTON. So it would encourage doing that, and then the

question would be whether you all could provide the leadership to
make sure that that equipment does not go into programs except
those that have a broader educational base.

Dr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. THORNTON. Dr. Brown, how do you react to that?
Dr. BROWN. My views, Mr. Chairman, are essentially those of Dr.

Williams. Yes, it can be accommodated within the existing pro-
grams. I don't see anything in there that is really counter to it.

I would say that in terms of our strategy in NASA, we have
opted to place our emphasis on other kinds of activities in terms of
loans of equipment and exhibits and technical assistance rather
than upgrading facilities and equipment, per se. It isn't that we
could not do so, but we chose to emphasize our strengths.

Mr. THORNTON. Yes.
Mr. Stephens.
Mr. STEPHENS. I think Dr. Brown has hit on a key point, and that

is technical assistance. When we provide equipment loans or grants
of equipment to schools, particularly K-12 schools, we really do
need to follow up with assistance to help the teachers really utilize
the equipment in their own classroom experiences. And that is not
an easy task. It really does require fairly constant follow-on. That
is something that our laboratories have been particularly good at,
and something that I think we would want to make sure would be
continued in whatever kind of equipment programs one might con-
sider.

Mr. THORNTON. Speaking for myself, I'm very concerned at the
lowering of interest in science and engineering as a career. As
people move from the seventh grade level, where maybe a third of
all students would like to pursue that, and as they get into high
school grades and begin to make choices, that drops precipitously,



so that as a portion of our educated population base this country is
faltering by comparison with some of our companions. And for that
reason there are several of us who are looking for ways of really
emphasizing at that formative time in a young person's career
choice the excitement of being involved in science.

I think each of you are saying that, and yet, Dr. Williams, $12
million out of a $465 million funding to the Directorate, the appro-
priate figures for each of the others, I just wonder whether we are
making enough of an emphasis upon attacking this question at this
particular point in the development of our scientific base.

Mr. Stephens, would you like to begin with a response to that,
and we will go back down the row.

Mr. STEPHENS. I think you are absolutely correct, in looking at
the recent statistics on the lack of interest on careers in science
and engineering by many of our best young people who score very
highly on the SAT scores, particularly the math scores. And there
is certainly evidence that even as early as third and fourth grade,
students begin to turn off on math particularly and certainly that
accelerates at the middle school years. And to tackle that problem
does require a concerted interagency and private sector effort with
the schools very much involved, and a critical elementit clearly
conies down still to be teachers.

That is why I think you will find all three agencies here very
much involved. And our first priority is providing support for
teacher enhancement, and that is something that we have worked
closely on together. And if you don't have a well trained, well moti-
vated teacher, able to deal with that particular subject, then that
will begin a turn-off of students earlier than we would care to
admit.

Mr. THORNTON. And also leveraging of support from the commu-
nity base is important, is it not?

Mr. STEPHENS. You are absolutely right, Mr. Chairman. Again,
part of what I think DOE has been able to bring to the table here
is a strong reliance on volunteerism. Our scientists and engineers
at the Laboratories spend a lot of their time after hours--working
after hours in schools and museums and community centers men-
toring and counseling. So what we really are describing is an en-
compassing program that starts with a formal process of school
education in the classroom, moves out into the community, muse-
ums, science centers, 4-H programs, for example, community hous-
ing programs.

You have got to get the kids where they are at, and if they are
not at home, then they are going to be out in the community, and
you need to deal with them there. And at home you hopefully have
some interesting opportunities for family members to get involved
in science and math, which is one of the reasons why we are very
much involved in family-oriented programs around our Laborato-
ries.

Mr. Timor TON. Thank you.
Dr. Williams.
Dr. WILLIAMS. In agreement with Mr. Stephens, there is no ques-

tion that within at least NSF and, as you referenced, the total
budget, the two highest priorities are as follows: increasing the
skills, preparation, and knowledge base of elementary, middle, and
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high school math and science teachers who are already in the work
force. That is the highest priority. It takes the largest share of the
resources.

That is immediately followed by provision, to the extent to which
the Foundation can make a contribution here, provision for cur-
riculum and instruction materials. So a substantial fraction of the
budget is used for that consistent with our priorities.

That is followed by a host of other priorities, and certainly the
broad issue of science literacy, science awareness, involving par-
ents, et cetera, is important. But primacy is assigned, to use the hy-
pothetical seventh grader, to what takes place in the day-to-day
classrooms as that youngster attempts to learn science and mathe-
matics, and that is the formal classroom.

Now if you go through this prioritize exercise, the resource base
is not 400-odd million dollars once you get beyond those three or
four priorities. And among the remaining activities, I want to
assure this committee that undergraduate education in general,
but especially the two-year college sector for the reason Mr. Ste-
phens has indicatedthe broad number of students that it serves
is a higher priority, as is the broad area of informal science educa-
tion.

But I want to make it very clear that the highest priorities are
the two that I just indicated, and that's where the lion's share of
the resources go.

Mr. THORNTON. Dr. Brown.
Dr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman, if you would just indulge me for one

second, something I forgot earlier: I would like to introduce Mr.
Frank Owens immediately behind me.

Mr. THORNTON. We a-e delighted to have Mr. Frank Owens.
Dr. BROWN. Mr. Owens is the director of NASA's Education Divi-

sion. He and I have worked together closely for the past nearly six
years, and he is a very fine director of that program.

Mr. THORNTON. We are very pleased to have Mr. Owens here.
Dr. BROWN. With respect to the question, there are three points I

would make on it. One is that I think that parents play a very crit-
ical role in encouraging students to be more scientifically and tech-
nologically literate, and I think we need to put more emphasis. I

think if parents could understand how their microwave oven
worked, if a father appreciates the fact that there are 70-some com-
puters in his car, and develop a comfort level of the technology and
science around themI think that becomes a part of sort of the in-
frastructure of a family and kids are not so much afraid of it.

There are those who would say that perhaps our kids are out
ahead of the parents, but I would make that case.

Secondly, I think that we need to put even more effort on
making science and technology more user friendly by examples of
how it applies, as Dr. Williams indicates, to everyday life, and I
think as Federal agencies we need to continue to work hard to tie
what we are doing into the courses that are being taught in school.

For example, one of our missions last year, the Astro-1 Mission,
involves the electromagnetic spectrum. Well, that is a concept that
is taught in middle school, and we developed teachers' guides and
educational materials around that particular activity. So I think
that is an example of something that we need to continue to do.
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And then finally, when you look at our NASA budget for educa-
tion, about 45 percent of our budget is devoted to informal educa-
tion, and we think that is an appropriate mix.

Mr. THORNTON. Well, I don't want to take more time. We have
other Members here who have questions. I do want to make the ob-
servation that I hear each of you expressing with enthusiasm the
importance of the subject matter which is addressed by this bill
and the capability of your agency, not only individually but work-
ing together, to move forward with this kind of a program. In fact,
you are doing it on your own to some degree, though maybe not as
much in facilities and equipment as the bill would need. And I
really like that.

The only question I have is why, if that is such a good idea, you
wouldn't like to have a little more money to do it with, and I be-
lieve I will just at this point recognize the gentleman from Mary-
land, Mr. Gilchrest, for such questions as he may have.

Mr. GILCHREST. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'm not going to make any comment at this point about the va-

lidity of the bill, but what I would like to askand several of you
have alluded to itunless you have a schoolteacherback up just
a second. The parents are the ones that instill the curiosity in the
children. I don't know how we pay for that. But a schoolteacher
has to be motivated, has to have the skill, and has to have the
knowledge, and there's many references to passing through fifth
graders or seventh graders, and all of that needs to take place, and
you emphasize that the teacher needs to be motivated.

How do you reach the teachers not only in two-year schools or
four-year schools, but on a continuing basis five years later, six
years later, 10 years later, when they begin to literally in some in-
stances burn out or don't get motivated? The teacher that teaches
those seventh graders has to, in my opinion, on an annual basis be
exposed to the latest information available so that they can go
back in September and be more motivated and more confident
about what they have.

Is there a wayand I know it is pretty much up to the school
district themselves to find ways to do thisbut can some of this
money be created or organized in such a way that colleges can par-
ticipate throughout the country so that on an annual basis school-
teachers from kindergarten to the twelfth grade can have a work-
shop or a seminar for three or four days on a regular basis so that
when they go back in September they are ready to go?

Dr. BROWN. Go ahead.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Please.
Dr. BROWN. All right. Yes, I would like to say a couple of things

on that, on both aspects of the question, which I think you are
right on target. One of our programs focuses on teachers who are
planning to become teachers. We happen to believeand I think
we have some pretty good evidence of thatthat aeronautics and
space can be a stimulus not only for students but for adults as well.
And we have awarded grants to several schools of education on a
pilot basis to incorporate aeronautics and space concepts into the
courses that the teachers are taking so that when those teachers
graduate from college, regardless as to where they go or their spe-
cialty area, they will have been exposed to a body of knowledge
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and information about aeronautics and space that they can inte-
grate into the courses that they take.

Secondly, we have a rather extensive teacher workshop program
where our mobile aerospace education specialists visit schools
around the country during the year and conduct teacher work-
shops, particularly in summer. We reach about 20,000 or so teach-
ers each year through these workshops.

And then finally, as an outreach to teachers who are actually in
practice, we have a set of video conferences that are interactive,
that we downlink to schools and teacher groups around the coun-
try. The most recent one we did, for example, was on the high
speed civil transport aircraft that we are working on at our Lang-
ley Research Center, and we presented that to teachers in an inter-
active mode on our video broadcast.

So those are three examples of ways in which we seek to reach
teachers both at the beginning of their careers and during their ca-
reers.

Dr. WILLIAMS. Just one addendum to Dr. Brown's comment. That
is a very important program for exactly the purpose you have in
mind. NSF has programs, as does Energyin fact, almost all of the
16 Federal agencies involved in the education and human resources
FCCSET structure. But there are also programs in other sectors. So
if you take the total collage of activities that are being provided to
teachers, it is impressive, but nonetheless there are gaps. There are
still teachers, particularly in nonurban areas, who are not being
served.

Under a recent memorandum of agreement that NSF entered to
collaborate with the Department of Education, which has the Ei-
senhower Act math and science education monieswhat we are at-
tempting to do is essentially build what you are describing, work-
ing with the local communities which actually must take the initia-
tive, but to make sure that there is at least one per year several-
day workshops for elementary, middle, and high school mix teach-
ers for this enrichment you just described, and it is integral to
their employment. It takes place on an annual basis. It is not epi-
sodic; it is not occasional; it is not a function of whether one is in-
terested or whether it is available.

We have a lot of programswhat I'm attempting to sayin
place. We don't have an organized system for prevision of those
programs to the teachers, so that is what we are attempting to do
presently.

The point you make is exceedingly important, because by these
annual infusions one can essentially defer, probably permanently,
the major expenditure that would be requ4 Al for a substantial
overhaul of a middle school math teacher five years hence who has
actually not remained current.

Mr. STEPHENS. Just one modest way in terms of my Department
helping in this problem: We do bring in teachers from all over the
country to spend an entire summer actually doing research at DOE
National Laboratories. And we have found that the school districts
who carefully select those teachers select them on the basis of
future leadership potential to become role models for other teach-
ers in a particular area of, say, physics and chemistry or math.
And providing them with a research experience, working hand in
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glove with our scientiststhat rubs off for quite a period of time
both in recharging their batteries and enabling them to take ad-
vantage of what is going on in real science and putting it back into
the classroom in ways that maybe the textbooks won't really deal
with for 10, 15, maybe as long as 15 years.

It is a modest initiative but will be expanded next summer to in-
clude other Federal Laboratories. So over time we should be able to
provide a fair number of teacher contacts, if you will, in real sci-
ence, which I think is part of the whole process of change.

Mr. GILCHREST. Thank you, gentlemen. I leave here optimistic.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you, Mr. Gilchrest.
Next in order of appearance at our committee was the gentleman

from Illinois, Mr. Fawell.
Mr. FAWELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I wan' to first of all congratulate the witnesses. I think a mo-

mentous occurrence has taken place this morning that I have ob-
served, and that is that indeed as the chairman has indicated there
is in a sense an offer of additional Federal funds, and each of you
have indicated, though without any doubt in my mind, you are
deeply concerned with science education and certainly doing a lot
collaboratively in cooperation, et cetera, et cetera. Butand I don't
remember many times that I have heard testimony like this where
you have said such things as, there is duplication of efforts, we are
already doing this, already strong working relationships in science
education, would not be enhanced by this legislation, does not need
new authority, already have funds to carry out many of the bill's
activities, and even the statement, "In these times of shrinking
budgets, agencies like NASA must carefully economize to ensure
that they can conduct their mission."

Now I congratulate you, and I'm deeply interested too. We have
a sci-tech private science center that was created really by the ef-
forts of Fermi, and it is doing wonderfully, and it could use more
equipment, no question about that, and they have a tremendous
educational program going.

But I can't help but relate, there was a Dr. PayneI don't know
the full storyan academician, I believe, from Yale who recently
came up with a study and said that in 99 percent of the hearings in
Congress where people are asking for or where a bill proposes more
spending-99 percent are people who support that billthe admin-
istrators from agencies, lobbyists, groups, who understandably are
there testifying on behalf of, yes, more money is needed and we
know how to spend it, and so forth mid so on. One percent of testi-
mony comes from people who will -re the negative view that the
money ought not to be spent. Well, chat percentage has just been
thrown out the window in this hearing.

And I know, Mr. Chairman, you did observe in a very practical
and correct observationI can't quote you completely, but you had
said that all of these gentlemen are testifying with enthusiasm.

But whywhy you wouldn't want to have a little more money is
baffling.

Mr. THORNTON. Would the gentleman yield for just a moment?
Mr. FAWELL. Yes.
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Mr. THORNTON. And also the more fundamental question, and
that is the direction of the resources and whether the education
needs that these gentlemen are doing such a fine job with are re-
ceiving the proper emphasis within the budget allocations.

Mr. FAWELL. Yes, and I don't mean to be at all critical, but I just
think it iswe do have a terribly difficult situation, and I would
question whether or not Appropriations would ever pick up this au-
thorization anyway.

But would you care to comment on my observation?
Dr. WILLIAMS. Yes, I would like to comment on it, and I mean

this quite seriously. I was not sure that I was asked specifically the
question of whether I desired more money without any other type
ofthe answer to that question is yes, to the extent to which it is
obviously consistent with our priorities.

What I tried to convey is the following. We have given several
examples, and, in fact, what we are doing is more substantial than
that, because the FCCSET structure really obligates us to do it. We
are all committed to a science literacy program, every agency, and
each of us have to bring our budgets to that process. This is not an
"if you desire to participate" process. NASA's total informal or sci-
ence literacy budget for next year as a request, as is NSF's and En-
ergy's and all the other agencies, are there to equal a total pro-
gram, and we have agreed generally on what we hope to accom-
plish. So the collaboration among the agencies is occurring and ac-
tually is going to increase. So one issue in terms of why I thought
the bill wasn't necessary was to create the structure.

You see, right now we are not obligated to go through joint re-
views. I receive a proposal, my staff reviews it, I contact Stevenson
and his people and ask if you want to cofund this project. So it is
one review, it is not a three-agency process. So it has no bearing on
his administrative cost if I handle it or vice versa. That was one
issue, the creation of the structure, whether we could, in fact, do
precisely what you are asking without the three-agency administra-
tion.

The other point wasthat I made, was that indeed equipment is
important, yes, but I insist that such expenditures are going to
becould lead to the desired outcome if they are put in the context
of a program. So the bill did not necessarily say expand the pro-
grams in science and technology centers or community colleges, it
spoke to specific equipment items. And I'm not disagreeing with
those equipment items. I'm simply making the comment that, from
our perspective, that should be framed in the context of what it is
that you are attempting to do programmatically.

Those are the major points. I was not suggesting anything that is
inconsistent with our current level of enthusiasm for this effort.

Mr. FAWELL. No, nor did I think so. I think it is just. so unusual
that people will pass up the opportunity to acquire more money.
That seems to be a very human characteristic that we find all too
evident in Congress, and I just wanted to make some observations
on it.

Dr. Brown or Mr. Stephens, would you care to comment? You
don't have to.

Mr. STEPHENS. If I might add just from our perspective, it doesn't
take a lot of money to go a long way. Just one example: I men-
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tioned the Chicago Science Explorers Program that Argonne has
taken the lead on. That is about half a million dollars a year direct
funds. It reaches 15,000 kids every year. That is quite a leveraging
quotient, if you think about that, because most of the work is
really done on a voluntary basis by folks who are going to be paid
anyway to do their job, working with teachers, with museum ex-
perts, and what-have-you. So those limited funds go a very long
way, and I think that probably describes many of our initiatives
that essentially take advantage of basically the voluntary ap-
proach.

Dr. BROWN. Well, Congressman, I quite agree that when you look
at the scope of the problem in this country and what we are trying
to deal with, we certainly need all the resources that can be gar-
nered to do that. However, we are very much aware that there is
really a tough competition for resources in today's environment,
and we find ourselves really looking for opportunities to leverage
what we do and to do it better and differently without necessarily
raising the price tag on it. So we have really taken that to heart,
and it is difficult to do, but we are really taking it seriously.

We have a new administrator in our agency, Mr. Dan Goldin.
And our new administrator talks almost daily about how we can do
it smaller, faster, and cheaper, and so we are taking that to heart.

Mr. FAWELL. I think maybe the community colleges might have a
different viewpoint and some of the very fine science centers also.

Well, thank you very much. I did enjoy your testimony.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Fawell.
Our ranking member, Mr. Packard.
Mr. PACKARD. I'll be brief.
I think the realities areand Mr. Brown perhaps expressed it

well in answer to your question, Mr. Fawellthe realities are that
these gentlemen know and understand the constraints that th s
committee has to deal with in terms of providing additional funds.
We are doing, I think, rather well if we can simply keep level fund-
ing rather than sustained reductions in funding. And so, in fact, I
think most of these three brethren realize that these requirements
in this bill will come out of existing authorization very likely, and
my question then would be what, in fact, would that requirement
do to your existing programs and your existing efforts that you
have already outlined. And I think that you could each outline how
it would force you to perhaps reduce your flexibility and maybe
even reduce some of your efforts, if you had to fulfill the require-
ments of this bill with existing authorizations.

Dr. Williams, you mightI'll only ask one of you to respond to
that perhaps.

Dr. WILLIAMS. Well, we have taken, I think, as this committee is
aware, a very careful and deliberate approach to all our programs.
In trying to prioritize them, I stated earlier where we assign prima-
cy, which I say without apology, first to teachers and second to cur-
riculum and et cetera, finally to our sixteenth priority. Clearly it
would requireit would reduce the flexibility, to be sure, but also
it would certainly require reducing the budget for some ongoing ac-
tivities sowhich is important So whatever the activity was, the
scope of it would be reduced. That is the consequence.
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Now recall that in the relative scheme of thingsnow, remem-
ber it is not only science and technology centersthe program, the
budget that, thanks to the responsivenessthe actions of the Con-
gress that supports the activities, at least in the science and tech-
nology centers, that budget has essentially doubled in two fiscal
years. So it is not a fixed situation against which we have tried to
do more.

Is it adequate? Obviously not, to be sure. But one of the conse-
quences of it is what Mr. Packard has just indicated, and that is all
I would have. That is the only option I would have, because there
is no discretionary component of our budget waiting to be applied
to a priority. They are all committed to some existing operation

Mr. PACKARD. Thank you very much.
Let me ask you a specific question with regard to your testimony,

Dr. Williams. In your testimony, written testimony, you included a
chart that outlines $3.35 million for community colleges or two-
year colleges.

Dr. WILLIAMS. Right.
Mr. PACKARD. How did you come to that figure? Is it an adequate

amount, and does it accomplish the goals that your agency has set
for community colleges in this area?

Dr. WILLIAMS. No, it does not, sir. In fact, as I pointed out, and
one of the reasons I wanted to exhibit it, I wanted to make a larger
point, that this refers to the global needs of the two-year colleges
communitywhich two years ago was even a million dollars less
than this. I have actually beenI have increased it, really almost
doubled it, in two years, and I would submit, as I said in my open-
ing testimony, we are it the early phases of what has to be a con-
tinuing, growing enternrise. It is a sector that did not receive ade-
quate attention earlie , and I have to rebuild it. But that rebuild-
ing has taken place ebuilding and supportin the context of not
a healthy, growing 1, adget, but we have been creative in terms of
funding it. I'm going to be substantially in excess of 85 [awards]
what I show on this tableat the end of fiscal year '92 and, as you
probably know, we have in the directorate now, as Fellows, as visi-
tors, eight faculty members from community colleges, two-year in-
stitutions, quite deliberately to assist us in programming for the
future but also, quite frankly, for them to become expert in how to
be successful in NSF grants exercise.

So it is inadequate, but our long-term plan to be realized follow-
ing the next three to five years is to have that number three or
four times its level.

Mr. PACKARD. Thank you.
Dr. Brown, I am aware of NASA's budgetary constraints, as most

of our agencies have and I also know that your community college
initiatives focus on the career-specific course work and the hands-
on work experience programs. Are you satisfied with the focus that
NASA has in terms of their community college initiatives?

Dr. BROWN. Mr. Packard, I am satisfied that we are increasing
that effort. I think it would be fair to say that historically, across
the board, we have not invested heavily in community colleges.
The emphasis that I described in our testimony, with the exception
of two or three places, represents a new emphasis that we have put
in place in the past two to three years, and we have really become
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more consciously aware of that aspect of academe, academe and
the number of students that are involved in the process. And we
have also looked very closely at our own requirements in terms of
technicians that we rely on very heavily, and that is a very rich
resource for it.

Mr. PACKARD. Do you seek out the community colleges, or do
they apply to you for participation in your programs?

Dr. BROWN. I would say it has been a combination of both. I
would say that more recently it has been perhaps more at our initi-
ative.

Mr. PACKARD. And you prett wellyou try to identify those col-
leges that are doing or have programs that blend into your initia-
tives. Is that what I understand?

Dr. BROWN. That is correct. And it is not only those that already
have programs, but we are interested in capacity building. Those
who are interested, like the one I described at our Johnson Space
Flight Center in Houston. In working with those community col-
leges, it involves industry, NASA personnel, and the community
college faculty in designing a curriculum that would cover the
areas of our interest.

Mr. PACKARD. Does that generally take on regional or geographic
considerations?

Dr. BROWN. That one is more immediate to that area. The one
thatthe effort in community colleges that is more regional, it
plays itself out in our National Space Grant College and Fellowship
Program, to which I spoke earlier, where we have a consortia of
colleges and universities. And in these consortia a number of com-
munity colleges are members.

Mr. PACKARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, gentlemen.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you, Mr. Packard, and I want to thank

each of our witnesses for your good testimony. I would like to clari-
fy for the purpose of the record that unless one of you wishes to
correct this, that there is no requirement for multiple peer review
of grants, that it could be done collaboratively with one review
rather than having a multiplicity. I do not think anyone said that,
but yet there wasperhaps an inference might have been drawn
from the testimony that that cumbersome mechanism would be
needed.

Dr. WILLIAMS. Right.
Mr. THORNTON. I want to thank you again for your testimony

and ask that youwould you be willing to respond to such ques-
tions in writing as the staff may direct to you?

Dr. BROWN. We certainly would. Thank you.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you.
Our next panel will consist of Mr. Jeffrey Rudolph, the executive

director of the California Museum of Science and Industry, Los An-
geles, and he is a member of the boara of directors of the Associa-
tion of Science-Technology Centers; Mrs. Fran Rooker, who is
chairperson of the Fund Raising Committee of the Council for Com-
munity Enrichment, of Radford, Virginia; and Dr. George Boggs,
chairman-elect of the board of directors of the American Associa-
tion of Community and Junior Colleges, and superintendent and
president of Palomar Community College, San Marcos, California.
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Mr. PACKARD. Mr. Chairman, before I let it slip, when I intro-
duced Dr. George Boggs, I said he was the dean of the school. I rec-
ognize that that is a demotion, and I didn't intend to do that.

Mr. THORNTON. As a matter of fact, for academicians, being dean
is considerably higher than being an administrator.

Mr. PACKARD. Well, I wanted to set the record straight. He is
president of the college and has been president of the college for
several years.

Mr. THORNTON. Indeed. And actually the highest rank in acade-
mia is not an administrative rank. It is a teaching rank. The pro-
fessor, the teacher, is the person to whom all others defer, and I'm
sure that Dr. Boggs would agree that at any institution the profes-
sor is where the action really centers.

Mr. PACKARD. I think the panel ought to know that that is
spoken by a president of a collegea past president of a college,
and I think he recognizes where the priorities really are.

Mr. THORNTON. Yes, sir. Yes, sir.
We will proceed by asking Mr. Rudolph to testify first, then Mrs.

Rooker, and then Dr. Boggs.
Without objection, your prepared testimony as submitted to the

committee will be received and made a complete and full part of
the record of this hearing, and I would like to ask that each of you
summarize, insofar as possible, your testimony.

Mr. Rudolph.

STATEMENTS OF JEFFREY RUDOLPH, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
CALIFORNIA MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY, LOS ANGE-
LES, CALIFORNIA, AND MEMBER OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS,
ASSOCIATION OF SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY CENTERS; FRAN
ROOKER, CHAIRPERSON, FUND RAISING COMMITTEE, COUNCIL
FOR COMMUNITY ENRICHMENT, RADFORD, VIRGINIA; AND
GEORGE BOGGS, CHAIR-ELECT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS,
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY AND JUNIOR COL-
LEGES, AND SUPERINTENDENT/PRESIDENT, PALOMAR COM-
MUNITY COLLEGE, SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA
Mr. RUDOLPH. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,

thank you for the opportunity to testify today on H.R. 4726. The
California Museum of Science and Industry is situated in South
Central Los Angeles and serves a visitor population that mirrors
the ethnic diversity of California. We are accessible to all visitors,
whether they come from across the street or across the Nation.

While recent events have focused national attention on the re-
building of Los Angeles, we at the Museum of Science and Industry
are ourselves rebuilding. Last year, in response to concerns about
the seismic safety of our existing facilities, the State appropriated
$41.3 million to renovate or replace existing museum buildings.

At the sam ,.:. time, we have formed a unique partnership with the
Los Angeles Unified School District and the University of Southern
California t a build a science museum school designed to change the
way childrE n in Los Angeles learn about science. Rather than in a
magnet school that selects only the highly talented and motivated,
this will be an inner city, neighborhood elementary school where
students will learn through active participation in a curriculum

60
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that focuses on science and math. Thirty million dollars has been
committed for construction of the school.

While the school is not a magnet school for children, we view it
as a magnet school for teachers. In preparation for participation in
the science museum science project, the University of Southern
California's School of Education is adding a master's degree pro-
gram in science education. They plan to use the science museum
school as their professional practice school.

The partners also plan to seek funding for a science education
resource center which would evaluate and disseminate the lessons
learned in the school and museum. It is planned as a vital testing
lab for new ideas, a training ground for teachers both pre-service
and in-service, and as a center for improving the teaching of sci-
ence and math throughout the district, the region, and beyond.

As a member of the Association of Science and Technology Cen-
ters, the California Museum of Science and Industry is one of more
than 250 science and technology centers and museums committed
to improving science education and enhancing science literacy. The
membership of ASTC has grown dramatically, with the number of
institutions serving the public doubling in a decade, and our audi-
ence is now reaching more than 75 million a year.

This growth has precipitated tremendous pressure on existing fa-
cilities and equipment. Much of the equipment installed when most
of these centers opened in the 1970's and early eighties is now obso-
lete. Dramatic advances in equipment provide opportunities to
present many topics in science and technology for the first time.
Other improvements in equipment make educational programs
portable or make them possible at far lower operating costs than
before.

Numerous science centers and museums envision new experien-
tial learning spaces and facilities. My written testimony includes
examples of the potential uses of new equipment and facilities pro-
vided by science centers and museums from across the Nation.

While science centers are largely supported by private funding
and earned revenue, Federal support has been important for the
development of a number of new exhibits and programs, which you
heard about earlier. One area not supported at the Federal level is
that of facilities and equipment, except where that equipment is
provided for as part of a specific exhibit.

We look forward to an extended partnership between science
centers and the three major civilian-related Federal agencies in our
efforts to increase science literacy and encourage children to
pursue careers in science.

As an example, the California Museum of Science and Industry
Partnership may look to the funds made available by H.R. 4726 to
help build the science education resource center to ensure that
what we learn in our school can be disseminated much more
widely. With new state-of-the-art equipment and facilities, science
centers can significantly expand innovative programs and reach
audiences currently not served. We believe that the impact of H.R.
4726 will be extensive, creating new experience in science for stu-
dents, teachers, and adults.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Rudolph follows:]

6 .4.
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Jeffrey N. Rudolph is Executive Director of the California
Museum of Science of Industry in Los Angeles. The
museum is dedicated to stimulating the interest of young
people in pursuing further education and careers in science
and technology and serves an ethnically diverse audience
of approximately 2 million visitors a year. He also serves
on the Board of Directors of the Association of Science-
Technology Centers.

The Association of Science-Technology Centers (ASTC) is
an international, nonprofit organization of over 400
museums and affiliated institutions dedicated to increasing
the public's understanding of science and technology.
Science centers and museums engage over 75 million
visitors annually in informal science learning through
intriguing activities and interactive exhibitsthey
encourage hands-on explorations of scientific phenomena.
In addition, science centers serve as educational resources
to teachers and schools, families, and community groups.
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SUPPORT FOR H.R. 4726

OPPORTUNITIES IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ACT OF 1992

The California Museum of Science and Industry is situated in south-central Los
Angeles and serves a visitor population that mirrors the ethnic diversity ofCalifornia
It is accessible to all visitors whether they come from across the street or across the
nation.

Recent events have focused national attention on the rebuilding of Los Angeles. The
California Museum of Science and Industry is itself rebuilding. Last year, in response
to concerns about the seismic safety of our existing facilities, the State appropriated
$41 million to renovate or replace existing museum buildings.

At the same time, the Museum has formed a unique partnership with the Los
Angeles Unified School District and the University of Southern California to build a
Science Museum School designed to change the way the city's children learn about
science. Rather than a magnet school that selects only the highly talented and
motivated, this will be an inner-city, neighborhood elementary school where students
learn through active participation in a curriculum that focuses on science and
mathematics. The state has committed $30 million for construction.

Children are not the only focus of our efforts. In preparation for its participation in
the Science Museum School, USC's School of Education is adding a master's degree
program in science education and plans to use the School as its professional practice
school.

The partners also plan to seek funding for a Science Education Resourc* Center
which would evaluate and disseminate the lessons learned in the school and
museum. It is planned as a vital testing lab for new ideas, a training ground for
teachers (both pre-service and in-service), and a center for improving the teaching of
science and math throughout the district and the state.

Across the Nation

As a member of Association of Science-Technology Centers (ASTC), the California
Museum of Science and Industry is one of more than 250 science-technology centers
and museums committed to improving science education and enhancing science
literacy. The membership of ASTC has grown dramatically, with the number of
institutions serving the public doubling in a decade, and audiences now reaching
more than 75 million a year.
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This growth has precipitated tremendous pressure on existing facilities and
equipment:

1) Much of the equipment installed when most of these centers opened in the 1970's
and early 1980's is now obsolete. Audio-visual equipment such as slide and film
projectors, sound systems, and video equipment is now at the end of its useful life.
Even equipment which continues to function has high maintenance costs. Replacing
this equipment with up-to-date technology will improve the quality of presentations
and reduce operating costs.

2) Dramatic advances in equipment provide opportunities to present many topics in
science and technology for the first time. For example, computer simulations and
large-scale video can show students and the public what happens in the heart of the
atom, how a bumblebee flies, how a computer works, or what it is like in the far
reaches of deep space. Other improvements in equipment make educational
programs portable, or make them possible at far lower operating costs than before.
For example:

Star lab portable planetariums cost one-tenth what permanent facilities
cost, and can be set up in schools, or even rented to individual teachers
for classroom use.

Easy-View microscopes are less expensive than comparable convertional
microscopes, are nearly indestructible, and are easily used by children
and adults.

Digistar computer/video projectors present the night sky as seen not
only from Earth but from out in the Milky Way looking back through
the Big Dipper towards the Sun and Earth. The excitement of space
research, the Hubble telescope, and cosmology can be represented with
direct, easily understood graphic images for the first time.

Video projection equipment allows images from a microscope, a
telescope, or a live demonstration to be seen, not by one person or a
small group, but by hundreds at the same time. The intellectual
stimulation of live scientific observation is now available to vastly more
people than ever before.

Powerful new desktop computers and software manage school group
reservations, billing, payroll, and teaching schedules more quickly,
cheaply, and accurately than by hand, allowing museums to put more
of their resources into delivering these services, and less into paper
shuffling.

Satellite communication systems permit students to witness scientific
exploration on location and to interact with scientists around the world.
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Telecommunication technology and CAD systems would substantially
expand public program activities and benefit new exhibit design.

3) Numerous science centers and museums envision new, experiential learning
spaces and facilities: technology labs where students develop and experience their
own virtual reality environments; tech stations for simulation of scientific
experiments at the bottom of the ocean or in outer space; chemistry and biology labs
for exploring the sciences of materials and life; and places where the public can
appreciate, even try out, the new advanced materials and products of technology
transfer.

H. R. 4726 Catalyst for Improving Science Education

While science centers are largely supported by private funding and earned revenue,
federal support has been important for the development of a number of new exhibits
and programs. One area not supported at the federal level is that of equipment and

facilities. The "Opportunities in Science and Technology Act of 1992" would
authorize such support.

We look forward to a partnership between science centers and the three major
science-related federal agencies in our efforts to increase science literacy and
encourage children to pursue careers in science. For example, the California Museum
of Science and Industry partnership may look to the funds made available by H.R.
4726 to help build the Science Education Resource Center. At most science centers,
new state-of-the-art equipment and facilities can significantly expand innovative
programs and reach audiences currently not served.

The impact of H.R. 4726 will be extensive; creating new experiences in science for
students, teachers, and adults.
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minute in PAO

Narcotise I/fru-tor Jeffrey it
Itudgpti tags he hopes the new
and unmoved museum will provide
an informal complement to stu
dents formal Mutation. allowing
them In tell MI ideal they roomnn
ter in r Los.

Ikmending on how the schonl's
eurneuturn n vtructurd. museum
oriel-its expect that classes
sot! te Login in the nstocum Writ
In firm-nation. they are beginning
to a xrwrirrtent witth new exhibits
that litre had, en into artneverma
orientate principles through play

StlenCe in royland. Vas
on naloaval tour Spot 26. reflects
the direr Imo in which the inuxum
is trying to move The exhibit
ru.einNea a well stocked play
form and mot days it in erowdevl
Wilt children stcenng molel ling
hogs into the wind. assembling
trnagmary mums out of huge foam

and ending can hurtling
ihnitaIla leOp the

he

fouP cow.,

hued exbdou0 te Jetivtly
Ind nor urn may xeck binds

potall an annsuut tennine
renter a paid pot, a ram fore!
that suitors explore in a glass
rkvatne and a pular es'Idgb own
phi, with penguins

The recant buthlng itvelf u
pert,/ to to mnorative. weeps,
rating stale of the art trehrwlogy
and niolular. eluiterol teaching
arras to create what the distrwl'a
written design Criteria calla a
"glava! teaching ILiton

The three arthitectural pewee
eh being tavodered by the lot
Angeles Duel of Shlurallon --the
inners of a recent design nanIpC
Id., rem In Mc In the eke
long, tone has a rentral, walled
court rapt. shaped like the el Pineal
path of an neNtsng planet Another
!pares a huge outdoor Cta.ktrellhl In
Ike dudes el the (X' 8 'NOW ar
log Angeles.' .mien sits no the
Owner of gamest. Iluutevaril and
riguenu inert

'Inc ached heard is expected In
elOr., among the there areheteeta
al lea Apra 2/0 threten# Int trart:erott
11.4 fee ollitneredatthh 01 the Male
Akealain limbed, cheek twory

Model Science
Tar fn. Angeles kande, Wand. will roan rhantenviongth

arch...els schs hope le dangle Mr Selene, asoounn Nrhool The
orehneefathe MP/murices :a a rent drags cow:Wawamen
can's create. airman ley platy for hvirnoty on tin glir nl tin

Armory Italtrhap Ile Anaranos Park Itne t what they P.Intr ap soh

c

. I

n Yr.' h i 1

UMW; rworr-or-ms..___
liaTive. Pectotev.P1 Vend oAr tee 4, kaTor Binkrit.

Mane thrs Mum., t.e Mal Caen fins soya Ganrn anx nroorg
hie sxbn dsavrocen si oes d the CAA 'Sped los Angels'

Seger/Danond Arernacts' adasntrost *INF =VC
Moog PAreg win a medem formats rhatacdts anerteit. ale
ecurtywd. desired to isisSecOstne tabor anobeing Pant

a ,,,,, 1 gar

Sews Gefeleg l Ableoweas wt.% tNI 'eV/ a saga. *Cada M so4
Ihr tnestulst in of M man spoor [Nord s tranlibeweil cows sisr
e l o w w w s w i l lawygglegIgi M "M10.014.1. parr w1 issisalMeg
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Making Schools More Like Museums
By Howard Gardner, Ph

Edtors Note ims bcfe is abstracted from

Or Gardener's Wok rim Unschooled

Mind. How Children Think and How

Schools Should Teach. Repraded by
remasen ol8asic gorAs a dmaron of

HO er Collins Pubrslrrig

magine aneducaeonal en,

mriment in which youngsters

al the age of 7 of 8 di addi-

tion to - or perhaps instead

of - attending a formal school

nave the opportunity to enroll

in a children's museum a so,

111111111111 ence museum, or some kind

of discovery center or explora!onum AS

pad 01 Iffs educational scene. adults are

present who actually practice the discipfines

or crafts represented by the various exhibi-

tions Computer programmers are working

in the technology center zookeepers and

2 zoologists are tending Pe animais workers

from a bicycle factory assembie bit-yews is

bona of the children's oyes. and a Japanese

mother prepares a meal and amen Out a he

cerenvony in the Japanese house Even the

designers and the mounters of the exhibi-

tions ply their trade directly era front Wale

observing students

No one flunks museum.

Frank Opmherrre

Expforatoiwn

During the course of their schooling,

youngsters enter into separate apprentice-

ships with a number of these adults Each

apprentice group consats of students of tfit

!vent ages and varying degrees of expertise

in the domain or discipline

MO 4i, of the learning and most Or Ire

af.sessirent are done coCCeralivelY That 's

smois &Irk togetrof on projects that typi-

cally revue a team of people having differ-

ent dexarceis of and complementary kinds of

Skills Thus. the learn assembling the (nCy-

Cie might cannot at nail a dozen err inqsters.

whose tasks range from locating and lufing

together parts to inspecting the newly

assembled systems lo revising a manual or

[aping advertising copy The assessment

of learning also assumes a variety of forms.

ranging !torn studets monitoring thew can

earning by keeping a Iowa& to toe 'test of

the street"-does the bicycle actually operate

satisfactorily. and does it find any buyers+

Because the mei people on me team, Or

'coaches.' are skilled prolsionals who see

themselves as training Ito ire members of

their trade. the reasons to activities are

clear. the standards are high and satisfac-

tion flows (roma lob well done And

because the students are enrolled Iron Me

first in a Meant:101,i and challenging aril,-

ty. !bey tome to Teel a guns to stake vii the

outcome ct their (and their Leers) efforts.

A reader's tiro: Mcbght on the possibility of

youngsters attending such an intensive

museum program rather than or in addition

to Me public scheol may be disbelief The

connotations of Me two typES Of institution

could scarcely be more different

'Museums' means an occasional costal

entertaining. enjoyable outing as Frank

Oppenheimer. founder of San Francisco s

ExPlOreterium. was 1080 or commenting.

'No one flunks museum School. in Cori

trout connotes a serious. regular lorrul

deliberately deccntektualized institution

Would we no! be consigning students lo

ruination it we enrolled them in museums

instead of scrim's,

I believe via would be doing precisely the

opposite Attendance in most schools !Oda/

dues rob ruining Me children tyro:v.1s,

significance schooling ;night once ham

held for the majority of youngsters in our

society. it no longer holds signiticarce tor

many of them Most StudentS land for that

male, (Palle parents and leacrets) rann:1

provide compelling reasor.s Inc attending

Wince The reasons canr,ot to di. tamed

within the school experience nor s there

fain Mat what is acquired in scnoct will

actually be etilited In the future Try lc lusti-

ly the quadratic equation Sr the Napoleon,c

wars to an innef .city hgn scnooi studennor

his parents' The real world appears else-

where in the media in the mar ketpiace and

all its Irecmnliy m the demimonde 01

drugs violence and close Much d not

most at xtial happens m saws reopens

bemuse that is the way d was clone in eaifie

generations. net because we have a con-

vincing rationale lor maintaining it today

The often heard statement that school is

basically costodral rather than educational

harbors more than a grain hi truth

Museums have retained the poten-

tial to engage students. to teach

them, to stimulate their understand-

ing, arrd most important, to help

them assume responsibility

for their own future learning

Certaney Mere are exemetlacy schools and

tug as certainly Ilsere are poorly run fnuSe.

urriS Yet as institutions. schools have

texorne increasingly anar.hronigic while

museums have retained the Potential to

engage students, to teach them, to stimurate

their understanding, and, most important to

help Mem assume responsibility for amii

own future turning

Such a dramatic reversal of insulutionai sio

niticanct has come afraid for Mn consul

nientary sets ct masons On the one hall

youngsters live in a time of unparalleled

excitement, where even the less pow eged

are exposed daily to attractive media and

teChnolOgies. ter gig from video games tr.

space exploration, wail high-speed trans

portal ian to direcl and immedraM means of

COrnenunation In many cases these

coed's can be used to create =pelt np

products. Activities that might Once nave

engaged yOongsfero reading in Class-

rooms or lieorirO feelers lecture ateru'

remote SubjectS - seem nCP: eSSI) tep.d

and unmotivak ng to most Or mem On Me

:O'er :lend science museums and Cruid,ens ae
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Newsholuselim andScieuce Museum School

Plans for an on-site science museum

school have moved closet to reality

The Los Angeles Unified School

District. which will run the school in con-

junction with Vat and the USG School

of Education. held a design competition

among 11 architects iamoiar with school

prolects. The architects were Challenged to

plan a science museum school for grades

K-5 to oe located at are site of Me present

Amory Building

Submissions ranged horn tied ticial to

futuristic but each embodied innovative

ideas On how school arch itxture can assist

in the educational process Architects

explored crass mom configurations mon-

ing away from the a I f-rn-a-row approach to

creative clustering and geometric shapes

Roofs become Sports Courts. garJens or

ackuty areas Globes. outdoor assembly

areas or. in ore case. a huge canted eilipse

dominated central courtyards One desig

preserved the Armory facade and built

classrooms beneath the skeleton of Me old

budding Another set a futuristic tone with

saucer shaped builOings

museums have become the place for

exhibits activities and role models drawn

precisely born those domains that do

engage yOungsters their customary notes

represent the kinds di vocations. skills and

aspirations that legitimately animate and

motivate students

I have documented some at the dirkullies

Tschlbderi I:a:Youngsters in country to under-

stand Ire Mies of school. It is of course

possible that even it we cannot flunk muse-

um. one might tail to appreciate to man

inns and op:cations d exhibitions

encountered there Indeed. I suspect such

non-or mistommehension often f4PPenS eel

art -Sher weds lo museums An aCfrve sod

sustained participation in an aporeniceship.

however, offers a far greater opportunity for

understanding In such long-term relation-

shiPS. Xmas have the OPPcnunItY In wa-

xes one daily basis the masons tor various

The recommendations of a professional

hay have been %mooted to Me

Los Angeles board of Education and

the State Allocation Board for selection

al IX winner

Progress has also been steady for museum

budding plans S:gniima^1 steps arc being

taken on three fronts

Museum stall is working with consul-

lent Joseph A. Wetzel!

Associates, who has helped design

numerous exhibits and science cep-

ters. to develop a comprehensive and

cohesive exhiSt1 plan

Museum officials are working with

tre Los Angeles County

Transportation Commission on the

proposed Blue Line extenSon lo

Exposition Pale

Architects Zimmer Gunsul Franca
Partnership the firm responsible

for Me Exposition Park Master Pon.

have been selected to design the new

museum building

Skills. procedures except and symbolic

and notational systems They observe com-

petent adults Ming readily and naturally

from one edernal or internal way el repre-

senting knowledge to another They open-

ma Mt hand the conseptences of a

misguided or rrusconcerved analysis, even

as Mel gain Pleasure when a well-though:1-

W procedure woks property Tlxy undergo

a transition from a situation in which nods

at what they do is based on adult models to

pre in much they are trying cut deer Own

approach. perhaps with Sane support em

chtiCism hom the Master. They can discuss

alternatives with more accomplished peers.

just as they Can provide assistance to pees

who have recently paired the Korn All Mese

options. it seems to me -guide the shwJent

toward to stale of enablement-erhihding the

capacity to use skills and concepts tin en

appropriate way -Ilia! is the haiirr.uk elan

errerging understanding

The Temporary

Fatty this summer two temporary Structures

totalling 35.000 square feet via occupy the

southern pcnion of the museum parking lot

The buildings win Souse museum ern lYIS

during COuStrucliOn Or the new museum

bmld ;ny The tent-like 'sprung' Structures

SinItlar rd the ones used by the los Angeles

Godrenlic Center prior to dsexpansort

consist ol as -Sternal aiJminum frame cov-

ered by a PVC coaled polyester material

The Ms! exhibit to xcupy the space will he

Our Urban EnvIronmot Ore opening
for 1113t extuba is lied to the erection of the

temporary structures

sominerearteTtrt chick hatchery will be
relocated from the Ahmanson Building As

the museums construction plans move for-

ward. most of the museums Otter exhitIttS

will be added to Ire space

Though dales hare not been sector con-

struction. Museum atliCraS 0050 the school

and new building open in 1996

II we ate to configure an education la

understanding suited tom the students of

today and for the world at tomorrow. we

need to take the lessons of the museum

and the relationship of the apprenticeship

eAremely seriously Not. perhaps. to con-

vert each school into a museum. nor each

teacher into a =Sec but rather to thunk of

Rte ways in which tie strengths of a muse-

um atmosphere, of apprenticeship learning,

and of engaging projects can re ode all

educational envronrnents from home to

school to workplace the evocEarveress and

Open-endedness al the thildtens museum

needs to be wedded to the structure, rigor.

and discipline of an apprenticeship.

Ste basic features I have lust toted may

assume a central place in educational env-

tonitent. s Mat span the gamut of ages from

preschool through retirement and the kill

range of disciplines

BEST tEiriq f-ZMILLE

3
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All an-lay 1181111111$ ter AprIsl '17

Fun, Hands-on Science Workshops
cicence WortrshopS.etere dra-

chm ages 5-13 discover !tar. sot-

erreand fun are one celebrate

30 years ol hands-on. child

friendly courses with a spring

schedule el Saturday and Sunday otter -

ings The program includes oldlavOrrteS.

rnterestir.g new classes and a parent-say-

ing one day Dec crass

'We've been experimenting won one day

classes and round them popular with pat-

ents and children We also found :hat the

ma Soap the educational value high

said Tanta Mayer workshop word:rarer

Sue added that the one cie, se ons ha' -,n

art ecorotec beheht the aetage t est

per course r5 aeout S28 about call pre,-

ouS lets

For a bee course catalog cart

213 744 1440

Many courses CA, her) mere

Cmo Scout Mend Badge

Rolurternents

sccorarsrups aw,cable bersi.d

on Imancra! need

Instruclers cone from Southern

and many 61 them ser:tr an

scrence spoual,gs and I eSOL!Ce teache-s

To give children personal elemen enroir

rival !s I.mrted to 20 less ,cs !as, irsr7

9 3 m to 1 30 i rt ,rn a ',Plc h'a.

A Vr,eS worthopS -3s.ng LEG()

DeXkS detots rnrs Scrrca Sete^

err ,,oscons democsoare basis em

coc4epts c,,ch as ed:), crlc'uga.

tire .y0 'evere

;-sestlar Jerry Popotre"
a ;Arent I rocketry work-

siloP 'c, 8 ow o:ds Popmniel, and
, C.dd a so an elpe:cre,e1 1%.1

rg ,r9teler road add I-onal rocxeltv

Asrkst,ops tor 910 13 rat 115 .0-e.

rocKerry orkSoCS err.), culmeate

rid ". 3" early atter, oen tan,nc".

-,rtstc-trksc..csr:'.P

Long a favorite restructor. Pau r Crag

returns with hIS Snakes. hoards. ladles

and toads ,ncluOmg, it d is to a pod

mood. Cousin I-Larold. an 8 loot 'c-'g boa

unstuck,: Crag leads Reptile

Round-Up I Ages b-1 Ot and Advanced

Reptile Care rages 10- 13(

lioncardrist Pativar u eose
rexhrng style relva h-s tuuadit ss

entnusasm ter plants writ host Green

Thumb The 5...sion covers plant repro

dudon and Ire rated Dotc. tempo e:bre

halo and nutrients althea groth

Chdren team by dorng as They create a

teiratrum take Callings and saw s.%-cls

The 010005 go syrte *A me stager:5 so

they can oonttnue rearrlrO on the rtier

Three new workshops

S.r.ce the peci:arron Al tre Sc.enu

vstoc,shp calog three new workshops

rate been aolsr-Al to the Spring 92 ses.

s,3- At: ,slasS.s arc S28 $25 tor muse-

,emtcrs

ParenUGhild Workshops

Sounds!!! Eibmie lie ChyS.ss ar st,re
Age-, 4-5 Meets ZA.Ce Vey, Acre 16

ac-r 're es Oa,

Yo/r1 rocket scent-sts prepare or ar.

non 2u0C,01 @e Mueevro

did Satoa3t, May 16 al 9'S 11 a

E^g!snic. 11 nare.:;13.0per

IS;anisN

Discover Rocks! It ' AO your

ervrrrcere ro.!,rs and t'0270

Ves r c'ass,r1S2'...^ Agts 6

Meets ocCe 'rem 930a c, 1,; 130

g Srirday isce27 rErghsr 404

.1..ce 28 r Spa, -sh I

For children only

Incredible Physics Rub-oft sorry elec.

t,o's and get wear charge Iran, this pop-

Jar eteles,ty Ord magvet-sit zrksnep

Ages 9-11 Meets Once Co., 9 a or re;

1333 p m Saturdays May 2 Mal IC or

Ire 6

ft:7(2cm cilr.,701,0 ti,V11t11 rpu
v.- )f!- car

it
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IMAX Visits Niagara falls
Elor 12.0W years the Niagara Fags

have been emptying Lake Erie at a

prodigious average of 200.000

cubic feet per second

That's more freshwater in a year than

California uses in four years

The IMAX Min Niagara: Miracles,

Myths and Magic captures the Over-

whelming scare of the falls from Me Thun-

dering roar of the water cascading over the

rim to the dangerous swirling currents

above and below the falls

A compelling rescue reenactment creates

the most urgent human drama captured on

IMAX trim since the tree fall sequence in

Flyers

Meth Merrill. an Oscar winning documen-

tary film maker, directed and co-wrote the

screenplay with fellow Oscar winner Ben

Burg Merrill previously directed the popu-

lar Grand Canyon: The HIOrlsa

Secrets for the IMAX format

Tereing odes Me Niagara Gage. Nhtrose walker Philippe Peril females the 1059 kal dike Glad

Brecon

Filming look 55 days in and around

Niagara Falls are the seven mile gorge

carved out by the rushing waters To recre-

ate authentic historical vistas we had to

carry a small nursery to create sets and

block out structures." notes Merrill

The IMAX format. with its highly detailed

images and wide angle views challenged

the film crew to find angles and position

set pieces to retain the mood and authen

holy of the film

Earthquake Simulator Reopens
ahe deep-throated earthquake rumble

once confined to the Ahmanson

Building now echoes through

Technology Hall It sgrats the

return el the Earthquake exhibit

which was closed when the Ahmanson

Building was declared seismically unsate by

the State Archited

Most of Pre move was completed in April

1991 OA relocating the exhibit's center-

piece time staking taste and eartncuaiie

simulation, proved a complex task That

mire was completed in Late 1991 Dun cg

the hiatus, the KABC-11r news team too. Me

opportunity to update the video that accom-

panies Int sound erects and shaking tahe

'the rumple draws people into the exhiod

The simutation reminds tram how danger -

co earthquakes can be Then the minima-

hon from what to put in your earthquake

preparedness kit to how continental drift

causes quakesreduces Iceland repbas

with knowledge.' said Exhibit Curator

Eugene Gendel Ph D

The exhibit opened in November, 1985 and

rapidly became one Of the most popular

museum exhibits Earthquakes that have

occurred since its opening Aare reinforced

the exhibirs importance It hes teen site of

hundreds of classroom tons and served as

the centerpiece for an international gathering

of earthquake and disaster preparedness

officials

Curator Gender estimates that the shaking

table has run slightly over 100 003 viva.

lions since d ocened The snaking table

itself lords about 30 people The mach.nrr

was adapted from an industrial strength

shaking table used by engineers to test con-

struction designs

This Milli
[Wm Altarctica
This June. well into the sa months of winter

darkness that settles upon Antarctica. the

California Museum of Science and Industry

will host an exhibit and IMAX film about

the continent the coldest. windiest.

highest and, surprisingiy. driest continent

on Earth

Despite an annual rattan 01 less Man an

nth per year Antarchc ice contains 68 per

cent of the earths fresh water The ice also

'ohms millions Stream or Me earths histo-

ry relying scientists prove the theory ot con-

tinental don and document ctrrete changes

The Antarctica Inhibit comes atom the

Science Museum of Minnesota and is past of

the Science Museum Erliret Conaboratne It

opens May 29 and closes September 7

1992 The IMAX lam, produced by ChQgos

Museum or Science and Ind,rtry colt open

June 5 and run through the summer

5
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Mist cuss April 21

Science in Toy land Leaves on Tour

O

ne al the most popular exhibits in
the Cahlottna Museum of Science
and Industry's history. Science In

Toyland.ends rts six month run

April 26.1992 so it can leave on a

five year national lout

'This NIS been one of the most popular

exhibits we have created. said Bawd
Babas Ph D. exhibit curator He added
that he is particularly gratified by the

amount of lime children spend at each
station and the parent third Interactions

he Observed

Science in Wand
Tour Schedule

Science Museums of Cnaliette

June 1992 'August 1992
Crurcde Min Carona

Cenle y Sc en.,.. and Indust.
Otee 19W-BecernLer 1092
Covrtus Oh.

M.seurn el Minnesc.ta

1393

9: Paul tklnr,seta

June 1993.k.g..st 1994
Bostc, Massa.t

Prxur irsUlule e' e` Musevn

4eivary 1594- Ay.. 1.34f
rk!.,2de e

J! ,St,
Jure 1994 - A:1,st 1994
C^ far 1.I.r.o.s

Pack Sc,ence Center
Fe;; ,err 1995 August 1995
Searle INash.ngIun

6.snce 91Jseirm
October 1995 D-fente 1995
Honolulu Have

Ma'Yland Science Cenre
June 1996- August 1996
Ba;umore Maryland

7 5

'It's a pleasure to watch children try out

their ideas and figure out how things work
Our experience with this exhibit haS deep-

ened our knowledge of how children learn
That's going to sho up in future exhibit
design elicits.' said Bibas

The museum designed and built the

exhibit as part of its commitment 10 the

Science Museum Eahibil Collaborative
(SMEC) Theeight member museumS
pool funding to build exhibits vial they
then share Recent museum visiting
exhibits. Such as Bionics and

Transplants. Robots and Beyond. and

What Makes Musk?. came nom fellow

SMEC parbcoants

Three museums that are not part ot SMEC

have also booked toe exhibit Museum
011icials expect more bookings

The last CMSI exhibit prepared tor SMEC

Special Effects. will complete Is 14
museum itinerary and return fora reprise

at CMS! in February. 1993 11 broke

attendance records at several of its stops

during as live year national tour

Te.am:r9 up 10 Me the 'Domino Challenge three rends a,59 ea . SOrne 13056 phn,cs an01re concept 0'

Ca.'se and erred

Recent Major Donors
Ahmanson Foundation

BankAmerica Foundation

United Airlines
Pacific Bell
Times Mirror Foundation

$50

S50 0W

920 000

915 000

$15000

EduCauonal Programs

QV War E nv.ronme-it

Sctncc Faa.
General Oneraling S4-47.:rt

is rrotng Hee, Me.tleatSckwer,liei , EPA

Foundation wilharn Burke U S Borax d Clenuca; Cc,ckyation Spi,g Street 1 ourdat.f.n and link

Santa A,1.1 nearer

C

ti
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Gayle Wilson. woe ot Catitorma Governor

Pete Wilson. will once again wetcome students

to re Cetmtorma State Science fad Mrs Wilson

is a former scierxe !au winner

1992 SCIENCE FAIR
Uhe Cal lorma State Science Fair

se! for May 19 promises to be the

test ever Nestle USA Inc will be

1re pieserrung sponsoi of Me

annual event won adathoNm

support from United Airlines

Trier efforts join Mose of the Tahloina

Museum GI Science and Industry s

Catifeinia Museum Foundation Advisory

Board. which organizes the tau and co.

chaos Governor Pete Wilson and State

Superintendent of Schools ISM Honig

The lair will be held in the Sports Arena

with the ground !Icor reserved for present

Talton of the projects The closure of Iwo

museum buildings in tate 1990 and peed.

mq Kenstruction dictated the move

While lair officials emphasrte that all

entrants are winners and the judging

process Is more important than the results.

over S40000 will be distributed to

approximately 125 ol the Students State

Science Farr awards range from the 55.000

Science Fair Student of the Year to S50

honorable mention awards for junto, high

school students in each of the 15 science

categories Californra Sea Grant uses the

sumo lair to select the winner or the

$10.000 John D Isaacs Scholarship for Me

student with the best project relating to the

marine enwronment

Officals expect more than 6130 entrants

horn among the finaltsts at 21 regional

science tairs Students who place lust

second or third in their categories are

eligible for the state wide event

71

Simonian to Head Development Effort

laale H Smontan Pei 0 now
heads the California Museum of

Science and Industry fundraising

effort that will support new

museum !amides

The State of California has already commit-

ted S71 million to replace or rehabzitate

bum tongs Mat dont meet earthquake safety

standards and to construct a science muse-

um school lactley Stmoman writ serve as

Deputy Director for Development for the

museum and also as Senior Vice President

for Development for the Califoinia Museum

Foundation. the non -profit Museum altillale

Simcnian most recently served as execu-

tive vice president of development at Saint

Johns Hospital and Health Center Found-

ation He has also directed the corporate

campaign for United Way fund develop-

ment for Pacilio Homes, and planned giv-

ing toi the Los Angeles Area Council of

Boy Scouts

Stmonian served as vice president of the

American University of Beirut. Lebanon

Though based in New York. he made fre-

quent trips to the Middle East until unsettled

conditions led to his return to Cattforma

Adomunally Stmonian served as a

Piesbyter tan minister for over 30 years

He was a minister for the National Radio

Pulpit. dean of the Near East School of

Theology in Beirut, and adjunct professor

at the San Francisco Theological Seminary.

Fuller Theological Seminary and Pasadena

City College

In 1977, the City of Pasadena awarded

&mown the 'Arthur Noble Award for

Outstanding Service' He was erected

the 1959 'Citizen of the Year' in PaCtliC

Palisades

Born in Massacnusetts Stmonian

moved to Los Angeles with his family

during junior high school He received a

bachelors degree from PepPerdine College

and a bachelor of divinity degree from

Princeton Theological Seminary He was

named a Merrill fellow at Harvard Divinity

School He received Ns doctor or religion

degree from the Claremont School of

Theology

Strnontan resides in Alladena with his wife

A.ni They have three grown sons

Team Science Eaters LA Maratha
The marathon may belong to Los Angeles.

but Ire lust mile has been clammed by the

Caldornta Museum of Science and Industry

Over ttlty runners signed up for Team

Science and over 250 more museum
members volunteered to start the test mile of

tte race

Most team science members took advantage

of the 5K option. but about a halt dozen ra,

the hill 262 miles Team Science members

collected pledges. spurred on by the
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Hawarian vacation that goes to the runner

who raises ttke mast money

Museum special events coordinator Chris

%gagman estimates the museum will net

515.000 from the event

The traditional free breakfast for museum

volunteerS and the families of Team Science

members was supported by generous in.

kind contributions km Hughes Markets

and the Western Bagel Company
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Temporary Et Jiffs

Science in Tay lend/Ina scream

Willed common lays and how toys

enhance a child's ability to observe

and reason Closes April 26

Oar Hispanic Heritage/The annu-

al McDanalds student art contest Thathic
explores the rich heritage of toys

and games Closes March 29, Please all (213) 744-2014 for current

1992 schedule
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Velveteen Oppertve Ries

Join the museum family and help

promote science literacy by volun-

teering to help at the museum Call

(213) 744-2327

Visions and Images/Juned stu- Niseeranne thunder of ine falls
dent an display sponsored by UNO provides drarnatrc counterpornt as
CAL Opens April 22.1992: the (MAX camera explores this
clan May 31,1992 12 000 year old wonder Opens

March 28. 1992
Eichtienal

Creative Computer/Dady demon-

straitens of computer graphics and

design 10 30 and 11 30 a m 130

and 230pm

Science Workshops for

Children/Fun one-day lands -on

science sessions WO some or the

Iffiest teacners in Southern

Califorma Call (213) 744-7440 for

tree catalog and registration form

Ring of Fire/ Volcanoes and

earthquakes ring the Pacific Fla

with rts 1 Silken inhaortants

Dramatrc MAXi footage puts you

front row center for nature's

awesome drsplays

Blue Planet/Takes you aboard the

space shuttle for a moving and rnfor.

name exploration of UM,. our City

home

TO The Llmlf/The human body al

peak performance proves a lasoriat-

ing subject in this NOVA produced

IMAX film that combines magmlicent

action photography with meting

Internal views of the body at work

Closes March 27,1992

Rolling Stones Al TM
Max/Larger than live. this 90 minute

IMAX feature captures the Urban

Jungle/Steel Wheels Tour in

Surround Sound Special Event Pirce

815/adults. $13/chrldren seniors

Chang Attraethes

Antarttica/A visit to the southern-

most continent which is proving to

have important influence on the

world's climate A major travelling

exhibit by the Science Museum of

Minnesota Opens May 29, 1992

Antarctica/A new IMAX film by the

Chaco Museum or Science and

Indust,y that complements Ile

Antarctica exhibit Opens June 5.

1992

S. i ^a.. S .

California Museum Foundation
700 Slate Onve. Los Angeles. California 90037

Recycled Paper

r4r:r1;i5-i , I:
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Mr. THORNTON. Thank you, Mr. Rudolph, for that excellent sum-
mary of a fine prepared statement.

And Mrs. Rooker.
Mrs. ROOKER. Thank you for the opportunity to speak today.
I'm here as a representative of parents and as one voice from a

small but successful nonprofit informal education institution whose
volunteer work addresses the issues to which this bill speaks.

I don't know much about Government red tape, but I do know
about needs. I'm a parent of three children whose educational
needs range from gifted to learning disabled, and I share the deep
concern of parents for the present condition of America's educa-
tional system. As parents, we see first-hand how science is taught
in classrooms from ditto sheets, how the teachers are forced to
work within the confines of not enough equipment and materials
in their clat srooms and not enough training, and how they have
difficulty in neeting each individual student's needs.

This scena- io is typical for students in small town areas, and it is
made moi a than clear in Mr. Frank Taylor's statement to me the
other day. Mr. Taylor is a science teacher at Radford High School
and the 1992 recipient of the President's Award for Excellence in
Teaching. And he commented to me about his own third-grader
who carried home a teacher's request to borrow 25 magnifying
glasses for a science class study. This deficiency exists in a school
system that has a reputation for instructional excellence in our
own area.

As parents, we are also aware that educational reform won't
happen overnight, that schools located in small town areas may be
the last to receive such assistance, that informal education institu-
tions may be the only opportunity for educational enrichment for
students during a time of transition. And we believe that early ex-
posure to the interdisciplinary teaching of sciences and technology,
arts and humanities leads more easily to a world class educational
system.

Now knowing this, many people in under-served areas are taking
responsibility upon themselves to form community-based initiatives
to provide educational opportunities in an informal manner in the
particular areas that they find lacking in their own regions, and
for this reason in 1987 Council for Community Enrichment was in-
corporated.

The members of this nonprofit, volunteer organization saw a
need to address the scientific and cultural literacy of the children
of our own area, and we began withdon't laugha $600 budget.
We have developed a proposed budget for 1992/93 of $117,000, and
we have developed corporate and annual fund-raising campaigns to
the extent that we meet each yearly budget and add to our contin-
gency reserve.

At present, we service a four-county area. This past year, over
15,000 persons attended 101 activities, which included in-school per-
forming arts programs twice yearly to 18 schools in our region at
no cost to students; after-school classes were held in sciences and
arts; a youth theater workshop; and Discovery Works, our annual
summer sciences and arts camp. Last fall, we raised over $21,000 to
bring the Pereslava-Zalevsky Youth Ensemble from Russia to be
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housed in our area and to perform in 16 schools and several public
concerts.

As you can see, our focus has always been to enhance the expo-
sure that children receive to sciences, arts, and humanities. We
have begun development of a children's museum emphasizing the
interrelatedness of science, technology, arts, and humanities in a
facility that has been donated generously to our organization. And
now we find ourselves, because of this, in the transition state typi-
cal to organizations of our nature in that we are located in an area
with a population base of 150,000 people. And funding for such de-
mographic areas is very scarce, and we also find ourselves in the
"chicken or the egg" position of who funds first in that corpora-
tions want to see an established facility before they will fund and
Government criteria for funding requires proof of corporate sup-
port before funding.

In our short history, the history of CCE Discovery Works, volun-
teers have worked thousands and thousands of hours to fill the
needs of children in our area with informal education programs.
And I would like to highlight three of our eight suggestions in our
written report for modifications which would allow this bill to ad-
dress more fully the needs of volunteer-based institutions such as
OUTS.

Given that community colleges have access to funding which is
not available to nonprofit organizations and that volunteer organi-
zations most often aren't staffed with salaried grant writers and
large administrative staffs, the pairing of these two unequal enti-
ties to meet the same criteria for a merit-based competitive award
is an unequal combination. And this is the basis for our first modi-
fication in which we speak of establishing separate selection crite-
ria for science-technology centers and community colleges.

I would like to emphasize also our modification number four
where we speak of targeting the bill's funding and ask you to par-
ticularly keep in mind the special needs of those populations under
200,000; also number seven, where we speak of ensuring that orga-
nizations submitting proposals for review are evaluated by a panel
of our peers.

It really appears that we have reached the same point at the
same time because you are aware of the positive impact our facili-
ties have on addressing scientific literacy, and our institutions need
your funding support. We don't believe it out of place for the Gov-
ernment to provide start-up grants. We do believe such facilities
should not continually depend on Federal funds, and I would like
for you to remember that an institution like ours is like a child
who has successfully ridden a pony and now we are ready for a
horse. And if you can provide a hand to help guide our foot into
the stirrup, we will take care of the horse, and we will ride it well,
and we will make sure that it is of service to others.

[The prepared statement of Mrs. Rooker follows:]

70
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COUNCIL FOR COMMUNITY ENRICHMENT/DISCOVERYWORKS
1115 NORWOOD STREET, RADFORD, VIRGINIA 24141

WRITTEN STATEMENT TO U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, COMMITTEE ON
SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY, SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE,

REGARDING THE OPPORTUNITIES IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ACT OF 1992,
H.R. 4726

ACCOMPANYING ORAL TESTIMONY PRESENTED JUNE 23, 1992

Introduction and Background

Council for Community Enricliment/DiscoveryWorks, a children's museum Ica..ted in
Southwest Virginia, extends its appreciation to Representative Rick Boucher for soliciting its
input into the subcommittee's consideration of H.R. 4726. Because it typifies the science-
technology centers targeted by the bill and because it is currently grappling with issues
addressed in the bill, CCE/DiscoveryWorks' representatives feel particularly well suited to
comment on its provisions. A brief summary of the organization's development will provide
the context for our discussion of H.R 4726. A more comprehensive description of its
structure and programs is located in Appendix 1 of this document.

The organization that is now known as Discovery Works was created in 1987 by a group of
parents in a small town in rural southwest Virginia (population approximately 16,000) who
were concerned about the quality of their children's education. In particular, these parents
wanted to have available in the community opportunities for enriching experiences that would
help develop children's self esteem, creative skills and talents, and scientific curiosity.
Finding no suitable existing vehicle addressing these issues, the parents formed a non-profit
organization called the Council for Community Enrichment which offered classes in the arts,
sciences, and humanities and sponsored, with financial support from the Virginia Commission
for the Arts, performing arts programs in the local schools. From this beginning, the small
group of volunteers, primarily interested parents, grew into an organization reaching children
and schools throughout the New River Valley area. (See Appendix 2 for information about
the New River Valley.) It acquired a facility providing office and meeting space; an
executive director and a program director, both part-time; and a 1991-92 budget in excess of
590,000. During its most recent year of operation, the organization served over 15,000
people in classes, performing arts, and festival events. The bulk of its work continues to be
performed by volunteers.

The organization's mission and goals have evolved with experience. Its members have read
and reflected upon the various reports on the stains of American education and
recommemiations for educational reform. They have seen the evidence indicating our
students' poor performances in the areas of science and mathematics and our nation's lack of
scientific and technical literacy. They have observed their children's behavior and have noted
the availability, and absence, of opportunities for them to acquire genuine understanding of,
and appreciation for, the importance of scientific, technical, and artistic skills to the quality
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of their current and future lives. They have seen the differences that participation in
enrirhing experiences can make in people's lives. As a result, the organization has come t')
value the interrelationships among the arts, sciences, and humanities, and to believe that
sustained exposure to a .rariety of types of activities that highlight these interrelationships is
necessary for our cbildrai to develop into positive and fully competent adults. To reflect rs
evolving values and goals, the organization decided this pest year to change its name to
Discovery Works and to channel its activities through a childrea's museum featuring
interactive exhibits that .nripbasize interrelationships among the arts, sciences, and humanities.

This decision places CCE/DiscoveryWarks among the science-technology centers addressed in
H.R. 4726. Facilities such as ours are large and growing mechanisms for providing early
intervention. early exposure to, and early stimulation of interest in the arts, sciences, and
humanities. We see ourselves as complementary to the schools and as an essential part of the
process of educational nlorm. Because we are community-based, we can readily meet the
unique needs of childrer, and families, teachers, and schools within our area. Our structure-
allows m the flexibility to provide formal and informal educational experiences that
interrelate subject areas and to form partnerships with other formal and informal educational
institutions. Furthermore, the types of organizations named in the bill as science-technology
centers are accustomed to collaborating with similar organizations to provide more
economical and broad-ringing services to the public by rotating programs, exhibits, and
materials.

These characteristics underscore the potential of CCF_JDiscoveryWorks and other, similar
organizations to contribute significantly to the reform of education, and science education, in
particular. Indeed, it seems as though many of the recommendations in Prnjeet2461;
Science for Alt Ameritsra (American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1989)
were made with science-technology centers in mind. Within the geographic area immediately
surrounding the DiscoveryWoeks facility are two universities, a community college, a
regional service center of the Virginia Department of Education, and a regional high school
for students talented in science and mathematics. Imagine the creative potential if the
resources of these institutions could be combined and channeled into coordinated educational
experiences! CCE/DisoveryWorks can provide the mechanism for synthesizing the
contributions of these distinct, yet related, agencies into unique learning opportunities for tie
children of our region. And, our experiences lead us to believe that similar potential exisu in
many, many conununitha like ours across the nation.

Bringing meaningful reform to the education offered to America's children requires more
than tinkering with the organizational structure of schools. Schools alone cannot successfu.ly
provide the comprehensive, continuing learning experiences that are needed to nourish the
development of skills, abilities, and habits of thinking we all want our children to possess.
Families and communities must shoulder an equitable portion of the responsibility for
ensuring that all our children have access to experiences that will unleash their creative
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potential, develop their problem-solving skills. enrich the quality of their lives, and enhanco
the quality of Their contributions to our society.

The best means we have uncovered for providing parents and communities with an avenue for
achieving direct input into the quality and variety of educational experiences afforded their
children is grassroots development and support of informal educational organizations Ifice
CCE/DiscoveryWorks. These crgenizaticas allow parents and members of the community to
become involved in identifying and developing the types of enriching opportunities most
needed in their area. They also benefit local formal educational imtitntions by
,:ompkmentiog their curricula and by providing additional resources. They can play a
critical role in our nation's efforts to upgradelts performance in the scientific and technics.'
stems and to ensure that future generations are able and willing to combine making
contributions to the quality of life on this planet.

Ann W. Lewin, Director of the Capitol Children's Museum of Washington, D.C. likened
these types of organizations to 'vast shopping malls of ideas, materials and techniques to
spark inquiry and encourage discovery' and described their potential 'to kindle individual
intelligence and to light the bright with of a child's mind.' (In liantliajimad... Association of
Youth Museums, Winter 1991-92.) We urge you to suppeet our efforts to Wag aftermath.
and enriching experiences to all of the children living in communities across our nation.

afar -EliadiAgASatilkRt

Having inmmarised OCE/DiscoveryWocks' history, philosophy, and purpose, we will discuss
now some of the obstacles retarding progress toward our goal of achieving a fully endowed
children's museum for our geographic region. Of course, our major problems can be
described with one familiar word: funding. However, organizations like
CCFJDiscoveryWorim encounter unique difficulties in amblishing and maintaining a funding
base.

First of our size and economic resources inhibit our overall fundraising ability and restrict
its stability. Individuals cannot provide large contributions when their financial futures are
uncertain. Local governments and businesses cannot afford to include us as line items in
their budgets when they are unable to provide basic services at adequate levels. Our small
population base excludes us from most federal funding sources, which require a service aria
of at least 200,000. Private foundations can provide some assistance, but this is also limited
by our size and economic means.

Second1;!, procuring start-up funding for an informal education facility is difficult. Potent al
corporate sponsors want to see an operational facility before committing funds. Federal
funding sources require a history of successful grantsmanship and proof of sufficient
corporate support prior to funding. Sources willing to provide the level of funding necess try
to initiate high quality programs are rare.
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Thirdly, a comprehensive funding strategy is difficult to achieve for hybrid organizations lice
CCE/DiscoveryWorks that attempt to eliminate subject matter boundaries and present the
relationships of the arts, sciences, and humanities to each other and to life in general. Mott
sources are prepared to hind activities in a particular subject, requiring the organization to
artificially divide its programs or to emphasis those subjects for which the most funding
exists.

Because of these difficulties in securing and maintaining stable funding, informal education !
facilities tend to be loomed in majcr metropolitan areas that have access to larger populations
and broader funding opportunities. In an article in the March 1992 issue of Mason
Zara/puma Ted Silberberg and Gail Lord note that a survey of children's museums earned
out by LORD Cultural Resources Planning and Management Inc indicated that 70% to 1309,
of visitors come from within a 25-mile radius. This means that most children living in mill
towns outside metropolian areas are denied access to the types of informal educational
experkaces that are =nary to the development of higher level 4iiiildng skills and of
interests in scientific and technical careers. Can we as a nation aliord to dismiss the needs of
so large a proportion of our population? H.R. 4726 represents an initial step toward
providing the necessary opportunities for all children, regardless of the location of their
homes.

Analysis of H.R. 4726

We will now offer our comments on the current draft of H.R. 4726. ,:r:E'OiscoveryWorls
applauds the efforts of the sponsors of the bill to enhance the nation's levels of scientific aid
technoloiical literacy. We believe that the bill addresses current gaps in funding area image
perception by targeting non-profit science-technology centers and community colleges as
provider; of science inszuction. Although their purposes may appear to be quite different.
both type of organization attempt to serve broadly based populations with open door
program; based upon identified needs. Each is community based anti flexible in
accommodating the characteristics of the local population. Science-technology centers and
community colleges can use unique methods to reach audiences outside those typically soled
by educational Institutions. Thus, the bill has the potential to influence educational reform
efforts far beyond its proposed funding level by expanding the definition of the educations
community to include nontraditional facilities occupying unique niches in the overall structure
of education.

At the same time, we mill voice a concern that pairing science-technology centers with
community colleges may result in an unequal partnership because of some of the inherent
differences In the two types of organizations. Community colleges are formal educational
instituticas with large administrative staffs and access to official avenues of funding.
Science-technology centers are informal educational facilities staffed primarily with volunteers
and responsible for get rating their own sources of funding. Requiting both types of
organizations to meet the same criteria for merit-based, competitive awards may favor one
type of organization and penalize the other.

C .
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CC.E/DiscovffyWorks also approves of the intent to fund instruct ',nal materials and
equipment acquisition rather than operational expenses such as UlkieS. We believe that
educational institutions, particularly informal .5clucational facilides, :harld not depend
primarily upon federal finds to continue operating. The best use of federal money, in our
opinion, is to encourage initiative and innovation by providing start-up funding for new and
expanding Programs-

CCE/DiscoveryWorks mognizes that providing for joint administration of the program by
the National Aeronautic; and Space Administration, the National Science Foundation, and he
Departmun of Energy is an attempt to stimulate cooperation and to blur the artificial lines
separating disciplines and areas within disciplines. However, we question the efficiency of
such an arrangement and wonder about the potential it poses for additional layers of
bureaucratic red tape. We also question the understanding and empathy these agencies muF ht
have for the philosophies and goals of organizations defined as science-technology centers.
We have reservations about how the traditional emphasis these agencies have placed on
research and development, as opposed to application and service, will affect the criteria
establishod for selecting proposals for funding and will influence the decisions of the proposal
review committee.

Finally, Ca/Discovery Works acknowledges the cut-backs occurring in levels of federal
funding, including existtng National Science Foundation research grants. This reality
underscores the need far funding like that proposed in this bill to help organizations that a. -
attempting to serve groups and areas that traditionally have been unserved or anderserved to d
that are willing to assume respomeliility for continued funding after receiving help in getting
started.

PAX= rarlaiinnsiciLD lodifcatmaS of H.R. 4726

Having voiced its concerns for and observations of the potential impact of H.R. 4726,
CCE/DiscoveryWorks offers the following suggestions for modifying the bill:

1. Establish separate selection criteria for science-technology cutters and community colleges.
This would provide avenues for funding to both types of organizations while allowing
each to emphasize its unique featarres without fear of penalty.

2. Provide for equitabk distribution of awards to different educational levels (early childhood
as well as secondary and p at-secondary). Programs that provide for early and
contimting intervention may be most successful in promoting long-term outcomes and
should be encouraged.

3. Target the bill's funding to start-up or expansion of instructional delivery or service
progams rather than to long - standing programs that focus on research.

NIP
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4. Target the bill's fundng to organizations developing non - traditional means of providing
innovative experiences in science and technology, and keep in mind the special needs c f
those: serving populedions under 200,000.

5. Impost an upper limit on the dollar amount that can be included in a single award. This
will allow funds to be widely distributed and discourage submissions from big-budget
operations seeking major funding.

6. Restrid equipment funding to programs providing access to the general public so as to
avoid the use of funds to outfit existing classrooms.

7. Basun: that organizatons submitting proposals for review are evaluated by a panel of thdr
peers. This would ;require including professional associations representing the various
types of informal educational organizations, representatives of science - technology centers,
or representatives a! community colleges in the review corominees convened to select
award recipients.

8. Clarify the rationale and basis for dividing awards among the three federal agencies chosen
to administer the program. Consider an alternative administrative structure that is less
cuninersonse and telt includes agencies affiliated with informal educational institutions
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Appendix 1

COUNCIL FOR COMMUNITY ENRICHMENT
DISCOVERYWORICS . . a children's museum

An Organizational Profile

Council for Community Enrichnient/DiscovesyWorks is a caimans:thy-based, non-profit
organization established in 1987 by individuals who wanted to provide enriching educational
en:4;km= in the arts, sciences. and humanities for area children and youth. Specifically,
CCE'DiscoveryWorks' mission is to offer unique, interactive educational experiences that
erophasize the interrelationships of the arts, sciences, and humanities. These experience; for
children, youth, and their families will be developmentally appropriate, intellectually
stimulating, and creatively enriching.

CCE/DlicoveryWorks saves a four-county region of southwest Virginia known as the Nev,
River Valley. The organization is governed by a Bard of Directors which receives guidance
from an Advisory Board composed of community leaders from across the service area. These
bodies ethblish policies and set goals that are implemented by two part-time employees, an
Executive Director and t Program Director, with assistant-It from Board members and other
volunteers. Its 1991-92 operating budget of approximately S90,000 is composed of Meow
derived from tuition and fees (12%), private and corporate contributions (60%), savings and
investments (22%), and grants from the Virginia Commission for the Arts and the Thurman
Foundation (6%). These funds are disbursed over the following areas of expense: mimic
and contracts (38%), nurketing and promotion (3%), Board committee expenses (6%),
program supplies (6%), operational expenses (23%), travel (less than 1%), and contiogency
reserve (24%).

Over the past four years, CCE/DiscoveryWorks has provided Fall, Winter, and Spring
Classes for children and youth; Performing Arts Programs for area schools and couummtin,
Annual Youth Theatre Production Workshop; DiscoveryWorks summer day camp; hands-en
ectivitiw at area festivals; and special events. This Mx of programs has evolved from the
organization's goal of ensuring community access to experiences in the areas of aril,
sciences. and humanities.

Classes have addressed requests for instruction in the areas of arts and sciences. Typical arts
classes have covered Appalachian folk craft media (e.g., cornbusk objects); European Easter
egg dealt:ling; Impressionistic art (e.g., creating Claude Moan picture frames); and
origami. Typical science classes have dealt with mob topics as endangered species;
ornithology; local geologic formations (e.g., caves); ecological smuts of local streams and
rivers; insects; astronomy; and consuvatima.

61
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Pt:donning arts programs have included performances by professional artists in such areas is
puppetry. magic. jazz, folk music, and theatre; and by local children who were provided
opportintrties to prepare and participate in theatre and opera productions. These programs
have been held in schods and in community locations throughout the service region.

Through its Community Events programs, CCE/DiscovezyWorks has picticipated in and co-
sponsored activities in annual area festivals such as SeptemberFest and River Fest; aid in
special events such as Rightly. a steam-engine train excursion, and local artists' ',bows. to

1991-92, CE/DiscoveryWorim sponsored a visit by 'Pereslava,' a Russian folk music
ensemble composed of students from the Paeslava-Zalevsky Music School in Russia.

The Discovery Works summer day camp has provided an excellent forum for presenting
activities that interrelate the arts, sciences, and humanities. This week-long half-day camp
offers art, science, music, drama, and roc:rational activities organized around a theme.
Themes ter past camps win& The Jungle and The Ocean.

Area response to CCEThiscoveryWorks programs is evident in the numbers of persons
participating in various activities. In 1990-91, over 7,300 individuals participated in 81
separate activities. In 1591-92, more than 15,000 persons attended 101 activities offered 11
CCF-/DiscovetyWorks. Given a service area population of approximately 150,000, it is
apparent that CCE/DiscoveryWodm enjoys widespread support in the region.

Currently, the CCE/DiEoveryWodcs Board is in the process of developing a children's
museum offering interactive exhibits that interrelate the arts, sciences, and humanities. A
facility has been secured and strategic planning is underway, with a goal of opening the
museum within the upcoming year.

Numbers and programs are, however, not our only focus; quality of life is the primary issue.
CCE/DiscoveryWorice programs be children and youth to appreciate things that have value
and beauty and to develop curiosity, sensitivity, and fascination with the world. These
attribute; are essential to the development of critical and creative thinking and problem-
solving skills that provide the basis for scientific and cultural literacy. They are also
precursors to the development of a sense of responsibility for conscientious and caring
stewardship of the environment. Our children must develop these attributes to the fullest
extent possibb if they are to enjoy a future that meets our hopes and expectations for them.

CCE/DivcoveryWorks also enhances quality of life in our communities. Its programs help
add a special dimension to the area atmosphere that cm attract new indanry, just as cultural
and educational opportunities attract business and industry to major urban areas.
CCE/DhcoveryWorics' programs provide experiences for families that help them celebrate
being a community and take pride in residing in an area such as ours. Our communities ve
belies places to live because of CCE/DiscoveryWorks' programs.

8 7
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Appendix 2

An Economic Profile of
The New River Valley Region

of Southwest Virginia

Bonded Population

-comprisx the counties of Montgomery, Pulaski, Giles, and Floyd and the City of Radford

-located adjacent to the Blue Ridge Mountains southwest of Roanoke, Virginia

-contains a population base of approximately 150,000

-major population centers are the towns of Blacksburg (pop. apprx. 23,000) and
Chriatiansburg (pop apprx. 15,000), both located in Montgomery County, and the Cit?
of Radford (pop. apprx. 16,000)

EconiuniLQatadradiliCs

ea unemployment rate of 9.8% in May 1991 (state rate of 5.5%)

-median income level of $24,166 (state median of $31,202)

-Montgomery County classified by the U.S. Deportment of Commerce as a designated
poverty area

-taxable retail sales of $144,312,218 in 1991

-of the roughly 59,000 mrsons employed in 1980, 21% were in managerial and professional
specialty occupatiors; 25% were in technical, sales, and administrative support
occupations; 30% were in service occupations; and 24% were in operator, fabricator. and
laborer occupations

un.t era laciaira

- approximately 20,000 children attend 43 elementary, middle, and high schools located m 5
separate systems throughout the region

-educational institutions in the area include Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University; Radford University; New River Community College; Virginia Department of
Edu:ation So uthwen Regional Service Center; and Southwest Virginia Governor's Schad
for Science and Mathematics

-more than 40% of the adult population in the area did not graduate from high school

-average per pupil expenditures in area schools range from $4062 to $4657 (state
average of $4878)
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Appendix 3

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF CCE/DISCOVERYWORKS REPRESENTATIVE

Mrs. Fraa Rooker
PO Box 430
Radford, Virginia 24141

Mrs. Rooker was born in Yokohama, Japan, and is the daughter of an Army officer, retired
at (Arty years. She has lived in several foreign countries and is widely traveled.

She is married to D. Gregory Rooker, IV, President and Publisher of Family Community
Newspapers. They reside on Claytor Lake, in Pulaski County, Virginia, with their three
children: Jennifer (12), Stephanie (10), and Jason (6 1/2).

She completed coursewcrk in Music Educatica and Foreign Languages (Spanish/German) at
West Virginal University and Radford University. Her musical experience includes teaching
Piano, professional singing, and directing youth choirs. Her foreign language experience
includes private tutoring and teaching children's classes (Spanish/German/Italian) as an
adjunct faculty member of New River Community College. She also has training and
experience in direct sales, having worked for five years as a Sales Director with May Kay
Cosmetics. She retired after winning a pink car and having bet third child.

Her civkireligious affiliations include:

George Mason University, Fairfax, Virginia - three-year member of the Mason Scholar
Selection Committee

Radford University, Radford, Virginia three-year participant in the Host Family Program
for international students

LOGOS. Radford, Virgnia - two-year member of the founding Board of Directors of an
intienorninational youth program involving four area churches

St. Jude's Catholic Church, Radford, Virginia - instructor of religious education for nigh
school student classes

Council for Community Enrictunent/DiscoveryWorks, Radford, Virginia - three-year member
of the Board of Directors; elected September 1988 to the Board as Publicity Committee
Chair; appointed 'actuary 1989 to present position as Fundraising Committee Chair
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Mr. THoRwroN. Mrs. Rooker, I can understand why our chair-
man, Rick Boucher, has spoken to me so enthusiastically about the
fine work that you are doing, because indeed you are leveraging
community involvement even before you have the resources avail-
able with which to match and to encourage. And I think your ac-
tivities are exemplary, and we appreciate your bringing them to
our attention.

Dr. Boggs.
Dr. BOGGS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and committee members.
I am very pleased to have this opportunity to testify on behalf of

the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges and
its member institutions in support of H.R. 4726, the Opportunities
in Science and Technology Act of 1992, and to thank you for your
consideration of it.

I would be remiss if I were not first to thank all of you for all
you have done to get the Price bill, H.R. 2936, the Scientific and
Technical Education Act, through your committee. H.R. 4726 would
complement the Price bill in providing building blocks that are es-
sential to the restoration of our Nation's competitiveness.

In our struggle to compete globally, the United States must de-
velop new initiatives which strengthen our scientific and technical
education systems which attract more of our most capable students
to careers in these areas and which broaden public understanding
of science and technology and their importance to our Nation's
economy.

I believe that the Nation's community colleges are in a unique
position to provide the leadership necessary to move our Nation
ahead. Community colleges enroll 40 percent of the college under-
graduates in the Nation, including a larger proportion than other
institutions of women and minority groups which are currently
under-represented in science, engineering, and technology careers.

The Nation's community colleges are accessible to most of the
citizens of our country. In addition to the transfer in technical or
vocational programs they offer, most of the colleges have communi-
ty education or extension offerings to serve the continuing educa-
tion needs of their citizens. All of the colleges have libraries, many
have planetariums or other science facilities which are open to the
public, and some colleges are able to host local school science fairs.

My college, for example, has a seismograph, a solar telescope,
and a planetarium available for public viewing. We have an arbo-
retum, also open to the public, displaying plants, trees, and shrubs
from all over the world. Many of our faculty members serve is
speakers at community clubs and organizations, and some have
served as judges at school science fairs.

Like other community colleges, we are close to the communities
we serve, and we interact in many ways with our public. Each
year, in audition to the regular community college students, over
5,000 school children from preschool to grade 12 attend shows in
the Palomar College Planetarium. Evening planetarium shows
serve another 500 to 600 people annually.

The planetarium projector, however, is ..bout 30 years old and in
desperate need of replacement. Current budget restrictions will not
permit us to replace the projector, and if it finally breaks down
beyond repair, we will have to close the facility. Your bill could
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provide the resources to update equipment like ours, which is heav-
ily used in support of science education but badly in need of updat-
ing.

The Nation's community college student enrollment continues to
grow each year. The colleges provide the most cost-efficient way for
both students and the public to support the first two years of a
four-year higher education. As a result, more than half of all
Americans who start college are served by community colleges.

The quality of science education in these institutions is impor-
tant since it influences students' career choices and may provide
the only exposure to science that most of these students receive in
their college studies. The colleges also touch the lives of many of
our citizens indirectly. Data from Florida point out that 65 percent
of that State's classroom teachers were community college trans-
fers.

Enrollment is also growing in community colleges in response to
changes in the work force and the current economic recession. The
colleges are providing retraining to many people who are develop-
ing new employment skills. Unfortunately, the pressures associated
with this enrollment growth are now being compounded by leaner
State budgets. Funds for instructional equipment and equipment
replacement have been cut dramatically. Your bill can help to
offset the losses caused by the recession and i,erhaps help with the
economic recovery.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman and committee members, I believe
that the challenge of improving our global competitiveness cannot
be met without the involvement of the Nation's community col-
leges. If we are to improve the public understanding of science and
technology, we should look to the educational institutions which
are closest to the public. If we are to influence the Nation's fresh-
men and sophomores, we must support the colleges which enroll
most of them.

If we are to attract more women and minorities to careers in sci-
ence and technology, let us recognize that we must provide their
collegesthe Nation's community, technical, and junior colleges
with the necessary funding to do so. The national interest will best
be served if science and technical education at the institutions
which have the greatest potential impact the American community
colleges are supported.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you again
for this opportunity to address this important bill. I appreciate
your efforts to improve our country and wish you well.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Boggs follows:]
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Testimony Provided to the
U.S. House of Representatives

Committee on Science, Space, and Technology
June 23, 1992

George R. Boggs

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am George Boggs,
Superintendent and President of the Palomar Community College District in
San Marcos, California. Palomar College is a public community college
serving more than 26,000 students per semester in northern San Diego
County. I am also chair-elect of the Board of Directors of the American
Association of Community and Junior Colleges ( AACJC). AACJC is the voice
and representative organization of the nation's public and private
community, technical, and junior colleges. Its 1100 member colleges serve
more than 5 million credit students per term.

I am very pleased to have this opportunity to testify on behalf of
AACJC and its member colleges in support of H.R. 4726, the Opportunities in
Science and Technology Act of 1992, and to thank you personally, Mr.
Chairman, for your sponsorship of it.

I would be remiss if I were not to first thank you for all you have done
to get the Price bill, H.R. 2936, the Scientific and Technical Education Act,
through your committee. I encourage each of you to urge your colleagues on
the Education and Labor Committee to report H.R. 2936 to the House. If the
House approves the Price bill this summer, there is a good chance for its
passage by this Congress.

Your bill, Mr. Chairman, would complement the Price bill in
providing building blocks that are essential to the restoration of our nation's
competitiveness. Both of the bills are responsive to the serious "pipeline"
problem confronting science education and its resulting effect on our
economy.

In our struggle to compete globally, the United States must develop
new initiatives which strengthen our scientific and technical education
systems, which attract more of our most capable students to careers in these
areas, and which broaden public understanding of science and tecb.nology and
their importance to our nation's economy. I believe that the nation's
community colleges are in a unique position to provide the leadership
necessary to move our nation ahead.

Community colleges enroll forty percent of the college undergraduates
in the nation, including a larger proportion than other institutions of women
and minority groups which are currently underrepresented in science,
engineering, and technology careers. The nation's community colleges are
accessible to most of the citizens of our country. In addition to the transfer
and technical or vocational programs they offer, most of the colleges have
community education or extension offerings to serve the continuing
education needs of their citizens. All of the colleges have libraries, many
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have planetariums or other science facilities which are open to the public,
and some colleges are able to host local school science fairs.

Palomar College, for example, has a seismograph, a solar telescope, and
a planetarium available for public viewing. We have an arboretum, also
open to the public, displaying plants, trees, and shrubs from all over the
world. Many of our faculty members serve as speakers at community clubs
and organizations, and some have served as judges at school science fairs.
Like other community colleges, we are close to the communities we serve,
and we interact in many ways with our public.

Each year, in addition to regular community college students, over
5000 school children, from pre-school to grade 12 attend shows in the Palomar
College planetarium. Evening planetarium shows serve another 500-600
people annually. The planetarium projector, however, is about 30 years old
and in desperate need of replacement. Current budget restrictions will not
permit us to replace the projector, and if it finally breaks down beyond repair,
we will have to close the facility. Your bill could provide the resources to
update equipment like ours which is heavily used in support of science
education but badly in need of updating.

The nation's community college student enrollment continues to grow
each year. These colleges provide the most cost efficient way for both students
and the public to support the first two years of a four-year higher education.
As a result, more than half of all Americans who start college are served by
community colleges. The quality of science education in these institutions is
important since it influences students' career choices and may provide the
only exposure to science that most of these students receive in their college
studies. The colleges also touch the lives of many of our citizens indirectly.
Data from Florida points out that 65 percent of that state's classroom teachers
were community college transfers.

In addition to the transfer programs, community colleges offer a wide
range of vocational and technical programs. These programs prepare
students to enter the work force in two years or less. They also provide
graduates with specific courses needed for retraining or certification. In order
to offer the most effective programs, many colleges have formed
partnerships with their local employers. These partnerships provide the
colleges with access to the most up-to-date equipment, and the employers
benefit through Ow education of their employees and potential employees.
However, the access to this equipment is often limited to students in specific
technical programs, sometimes only directly involved in the partnership. A
comprehensive community college may be able to extend its resources
through partnerships, but would be badly handicapped in serving its broader
needs if it did not have its own state-of-the-art equipment. Unfortunately,
many colleges cannot afford to replace out-of-date instructional equipment.

Enrollment is also growing in community colleges in response to
changes in the work force and the current economic recession. The colleges
are providing retraining to many people who are developing new
employment skills. Unfortunately, the pressures associated with this
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enrollment growth are now being compounded by leaner state budgets.
Funds for instructional equipment and equipment replacement have been
cut dramatically. Your bill can help to offset the losses caused by the recession
and perhaps help with the economic recovery.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman and committee members, I believe that
the challenge of improving our global competitiveness cannot be met
without the involvement of the nation's community colleges. If we are to
improve the public understanding of science and technology, we should look
to the educational institutions which are closest to the public. If we are to
influence the nation's freshmen and sophomores, we must support the
colleges which enroll most of them. If we are to attract more women and
minorities to careers in science and technology, let us recognize that we must
provide their colleges, the nation's community, technical, and junior colleges,
with the necessary funding to do so. The national interest will best be served
if the National Science Foundation, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, and the Department of Energy combine forces to support
science and technical education at the institutions which have the greatest
potential impact, the American Community Colleges.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, thank you again for the
opportunity to address this important bill. I appreciate your efforts to
improve our country and wish you well.
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Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much. We have had very fine
summaries of each of the testimonies here.

I think that the underlying question goes to whether there is
presently a sufficient national recognition of the important role of
community colleges and education centers in developing the scien-
tific base that our Nation depends upon to be competitive.

I hear each of you saying from your perspective that you can do
much more if you hose additional resources and additional help
from the Federal Government.

Dr. Boggs.
Dr. BOGGS. Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman. I was encouraged this

morning to hear the testimony from the Federal agencies indicat-
ing an increased awareness in the potential for community col-
leges, but I did hear their admission that historically they have not
supported community colleges well. And currently the support pro-
vided to community colleges is not significant. So I believe we can
do better.

Mr. THORNTON. Mrs. Rooker.
Mrs. ROOKER. Thank you.
I guess I deal with the area of population under 200,000, and I

heard today the gentlemen speaking of areas such as Chicago and
Greenville and Jackson and Oakland and Newport News. We feel
our areas under 200,000 population are under-served, and there are
strong forces of volunteers who are willing to put forth the effort to
increase scientific literacy, given the chance with this funding.

Mr. THORNTON. It is very important point. I don't think we
should neglect areas which are geographically remote or where the
population is not as compact as it is in areas that may be more
easily reached but very difficult to be served.

Mr. Rudolph.
Mr. RUDOLPH. Yes, we also believe that the opportunity created

by this bill will enable institutions which have grown dramatically
over the past few years to better serve the public and to reach
many more families and children than we have been able to now
and will serve as a catalyst, because the Federal funding tends to
really help generate it creased excitement and support from private
sector and other sources.

Mr. THORNTON. The function to catalyze and to develop addition-
al support, it would seem to me, has been repeated by each of you
as being very important. The question I have relating to that is
what your experience shows with regard to the importance of
having a facility or a facility that is kept in good repair. Does it
help to have facilities and equipment provided by the Federal Gov-
ernment in order to encourage community participation and utili-
zation of those facilities and equipment?

Mr. Rudolph.
Mr. RuDou'H. Again, I think very clearly that the rederp 1 sup-

port can provide a very important start for that effort and that
when the facilities and equipment are available the community
support is increased, the potential to use those facilities and equip-
ment is significantly increased. And we believe the record is very
clear that when facilities existand I know we can speak on behalf
of my own institution and othersthat the startup support for the
facility then catalyses the support in the community and generates
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that, and I think Mrs. Rooker can probably speak to that very ef-
fectively from what she has said.

Mr. THORNTON. And Mrs. Rooker, please.
Mrs. ROOKER. I agree with Mr. Rudolph that the startup funding

is an important part for smaller areas like mine. We have had so
many requests from not only professors at Virginia Polytechnic In-
stitute and Radford University and New River Community College
but also Virginia Department of Education Regional Office in our
area for us to work further on establishing a facility not only for
children in our area but to work in collaboration with these institu-
tions as a teacher resource.

So yes, it would be.
Mr. THORNTON. So there would be a certain amount of excite-

ment attendant upon having some new instrumentation that would
be an opening to astronomy or to an understanding of the way mol-
ecules work, all of the devices that

Mrs. ROOKER. It would provide a more first-hand experience, and
also our emphasis would be to teach the interrelatedness of the sci-
ences and arts.

I also want to point out that, as Mr. Rudolph is in a larger area,
Lord Cultural Resources and Planning and Management recently
did a survey which pointed out that 70 to 80 percent of visitors to
children's museums come from within a 25-mile radius. So having
a facility such as ours in a smaller small-town area could also add
to scientific and cultural literacy for that area.

Mr. THORNTON. Dr. Boggs, before the hearings began you and I
had an opportunity to discuss very briefly the comparable difficulty
in getting a grant or enthusiasm about starting something like a
planetarium the first time, as contrasted with the very important
task of keeping it up to date, of replacing it when it gets broken, of
having an ability to maintain an advanced cutting edge. Would you
comment on that.

Dr. BOGGS. Yes, Mr. Chairman, that certainly is . consideration,
and I mention in my testimony that our planetarium has a projec-
tor which is more than 30 years old and in danger of being lost. We
are very concerned about that. We know that modern projectors
are made with solid-state equipment, which is easier to maintain
and probably would have a longer lifetime than the equipment we
have currently.

Also, I might mention that the projector we have, in relation to
the testimony given by the National Science Foundation represent-
ative this morning, our projector isour planetarium is part of an
educational program. It is not a stand-alone piece of equipment. It
is an integral part of our educational program at our college and
an integral part of our community education program. Even
though it may not be part of a National Science Foundation pro-
gram currently, it is part of a program.

Mr. THORNTON. Well, indeed, would you not, as head of an insti-
tution, try to assure that any equipment be folded into a part of a
broader program?

Dr. BOGGS. Yes, very much so.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you.
Mr. Packard.
Mr. PACKARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Dr. Boggs, as the incoming president of the American Associa-
tion of Community Colleges and Junior Collegesand I want to
congratulate you on that new appointmentwhat are your plans
in that Association to stimulate an interest in science and math
and engineering and the things that this bill would do?

Dr. Bogs. Thank you, Mr. F ackard.
Yes, we do have an interest in stimulating the interests of our

students in science and technology, and we do see that as impor-
tant to the future of our country.

As I mentioned, we are institutions which are accessible to most
Americans. We have 1,100 community and junior colleges in our
Association. We believe we can have a significant impact. So that is
part of our agenda, to stimulate science and technological careers.

Mr. PACKARD. Are you planning to develop a strategy on doing
that throughout your Association, or is it too early, I presume, for
you to elaborate on what your plans are. But I presume that you
will be developing some strategy then to promote science and engi-
neering.

Dr. BOGGS. Yes. I don't have before me the plans for our Associa-
tion, but that, I can assure you, is a priority.

Mr. PACKARD. What is your funding at your college, and I pre-
sume at any community collegewhat are the funding sources, the
level of funding, and how is that determined, and what are your
sources of funding?

Dr. BOGGS. Major funding sources for community colleges in the
country are primarily State funds, local taxproperty tax funds,
and student tuition funds. In California, the student fees have been
kept relatively low, so the major sources of funding there are State
and local property tax funds.

Mr. PACKARD. And your current programs at your institution to
emphasize science and math and engineeringdo they come out of
those existing funds, or are there special pots of money available
either through the State or Federal sources to emphasize those dis-
ciplines?

Dr. BOGGS. Most of the funds for those disciplines also come out
of the State and local funds. We have made application for Federal
assistance for some of our programs. In general, the competition is
pretty fierce. As we heard from the National Science Foundation
representative, less than 1 percent of the contributions from NSF
go to community colleges as opposed to other institutions of higher
education, and yet we are serving more than half of the freshmen
and sophomores in the country. So we would like to see more Fed-
eral support for our science and technology programs.

Mr. PACKARD. So under the current system you have to takeif
you wanted to, for instance, upgrade your planetarium and particu-
larly your projector with an up-to-date state of the artyou would
have to take that out of the sources that you have outlined that
come for general curriculum and operational activities.

Dr. BOGGS. That is correct, and that is very difficult for us to do.
Mr. PACKARD. This bill, you would anticipate, would give you

access, or at least give you a competitive opportunity, to apply for
funds to do some of those things that now are taken out of your
existing resources.
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Dr. BOGGS. Yes, that is the encouraging part of this bill, and the
recognition that we heard this morning from the agencies that
community colleges can play a:. important role.

Mr. PACKARD. I have not as carefully reviewed the technical as-
pects of this bill as I perhaps should. To your knowledge, does it
specify what equipment you can apply for, or does it give you flexi-
bility that you could apply for those pieces of equipment that
would apply to your needs?

Dr. BOGGS. It looks like there is flexibility within the bill. It is a
very simple, short bill, which I applaud you for.

Mr. PACKARD. Yes.
Dr. BOGGS. And it looks very straightforward.
Mr. PACKARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate these wit-

nesses. Some have traveled some distance to come and talk to us.
Mr. THORNTON. And thank you very much, Mr. Packard. It is

always a pleasure to participate with you in one of these important
hearings.

Mrs. Rooker, I wanted to explore just a little bit with you wheth-
er you have run into this 200,000 population base on occasion. Has
that been a barrier to you in any of your efforts to contact agencies
or to get support?

Mrs. ROOKER. Yes, it has. We considered applying for a grant to
NSF, and it would have been based on a research project of the
effect of informal education in the science area and the schools in
our region, and their figure for population base was 250,000. Most
of the agencies we have researched other than that have a popula-
tion base figure of 200,000 or up, and we feel like across the coun-
try there is such an enormous amount of studentsthe figure I
could not get from the Department of Educationwho are under-
served because of this particular reason.

Mr. THORNTON. And pursuing that just a bit further, have you
been successful in getting any grants from NSF or from NASA or
the Department of Energy?

Mrs. ROOKER. No, not at this point. We are successful in getting
other grants from other sources, but we have not applied to the De-
partment of Energy or to NASA. Our focus is the interrelatedness
of sciences, and because of that it limits us to differentto specific
agencies to which to apply.

Mr. THORNTON. Mr. Rudolph, can you address that question e.s to
an institution with which you are associated? I am sure you have a
broaderyou probably do not have immediately at hand the fig-
ures for all of the institutions with which you are associated, but
has there been an interaction with NSF, NASA, and Energy on
programs of this kind?

Mr. RUDOLPH. I think that clearly there has been support for sci-
ence and techn logy centers from NASA, NSF, and the Depart-
ment of Energy, all of them, as outlined earlier. Those programs
tend to be very heavily focused on wanting to do new and innova-
tive exhibits and programs and not so much focused on necessarily
the greatest needs in facilities and equipment, which may not
always be the new and innovative.

Two years ago, Congressman Brown authored legislation which
you heard about today providing support for new science centers,
which didn't necessarily mean doing new things but meant provid-
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ing what was already done and developed elsewhere to those sci-
ence centers, and that has proven very effective, as you heard ear-
lier today.

So the primary thing we might look at in this is that it allows a
little more flexibility and less of the focus than the agencies tend
to put now on having to do the new and creative things but per-
haps trying to use the resources more

Mr. THORNTON. To spread the knowledge and the excitement to a
broader constituency, it seems.

Mr. PACKARD. Mr. Chairman, would you yield on that?
Mr. THORNTON. I would be pleased to yield.
Mr. PACKARD. I would be interested to know also by expanding

the chair's question to the private sector as well. Dr. Boggs and Mr.
Rudolph particularly, I would be interested if you have tried to
access equipment and contributions from the private sector that
might have an interest in what you are doing in terms of science
and engineering and math at your institutions.

Mr. Rudolph.
Mr. RUDOLPH. Yes, we consider ourselves at my institution a

public and private partnership as a State museum with a nonprofit
foundation, and more than half of our funds come from earned
income and private contributions. And that is particularly true for
capital projects as well.

What we have found is that having, in our case, a start through
the State of California's 'ommitment just recently, last year, that I
referred to earlier, of earthquake bond funding to rebuild our
buildings, has made a significant impact in the private community.
The fact that we have a major project and that we have support
from the State has really helped gel the private sector support and
brought about significant interest from the civic leadership in the
whole Los Angeles region behind our project. This is something
which I think in this bill the Federal support can do the same
thing. It puts a stamp of approval on a project, the peer review,
and it shows that the project is worthy of private support.

Mr. PACKARD. And I would be interested, Dr. Boggs, in your per-
spective on that component of opportunity as it relates to the com-
munity college.

Dr. BOGGS. Yes, thank you, Mr. Packard.
We have been very active in securing equipment and developing

partnerships with business and industry. We have even been able
to work with the University of California too. We received a dona-
tion of an electron microscope a couple of years ago that they were
no longer using that we put to very good use.

We have secured donations from otherfrom private businesses
in our area, and we are now currently worldly., with many of our
private employers to develop partnerships which educate not only
their employees but also their potential employees or our students.
And it gives our students a chance to learn using the most modern
and up-to-date equipment, usually on the site of the employer.
Those are limited programs in electronics and technology usually.

So we are working with business and industry to get donations to
the college and also to have our students have a chance to use
equipment on their campuses.
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I might also add that we do have a request in to the National
Science Foundation currently for funding a mathematics center on
our campus. If that happens to be funded, it requires a 50 percent
match. We would be going to our community to get support for
that 50 percent match from private donors.

Mr. PACKARD. Thank you.
Mr. THORNTON. And I thank you for your excellent additions to

the question, and I again want to express my appreciation to each
of our witnesses and ask if you would respond in writing to such
questions as the staff may address to you in writing.

Thank you, and the hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:02 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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